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Abstract: In this paper, we propose two new statistical controls for genealogical and
areal bias in typological samples. Our test case being the effect of VO-order effect on
affix position (prefixation vs. suffixation),we showhowstatisticalmodeling including
a phylogenetic regression term (phylogenetic control) and a two-dimensional
Gaussian Process (areal control) can be used to capture genealogical and areal ef-
fects in a large but unbalanced sample. We find that, once these biases are controlled
for, VO-order has no effect on affix position. Another important finding, which is in
linewith previous studies, is that areal effects are as important as genealogical effects,
emphasizing the importance of areal or contact control in typological studies built on
language samples. On the other hand, we also show that strict probability sampling is
not required with the statistical controls that we propose, as long as the sample is a
variety sample large enough to cover different areas and families. This has the crucial
practical consequence that it allowsus to includeasmuchof theavailable information
as possible, without the need to artificially restrict the sample and potentially lose
otherwise available information.

Keywords: affixation; bias control; phylogenetic regression; quantitative typol-
ogy; sampling; word-order

1 Introduction

A common assumption in language typology is that systematic sampling is an
essential part of controlling for genealogical and areal biases.1 Statistical claims
require independent observations, but since languages are related to each other
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both genealogically and through contact, we try to choose a (small) set of lan-
guages in away that the languages are as independent from each other as possible.
An early example showing the need for bias control is found in Dryer (1989), who
correctly identifies the difficulties which can arise from genealogical bias in a
typological sample:

Whatwewould like to do is determinewhether the difference between the frequencies of SOV
and SVO order is statistically significant. But we cannot apply the relevant statistical tests, at
least straight-forwardly, to Tomlin’s data, because such tests require that the items in the
sample be independent. But many of the languages in Tomlin’s sample are not independent.
As noted, for example, his sample contains 33 Bantu languages. In other words, although
Tomlin’s methodology allows one to obtain reliable estimates of the relative frequency of
different language types among the languages of theworld, it does not allowone to determine
the extent towhich those frequencies are due to linguistic factors, as opposed to nonlinguistic
ones, and hence no way to determine whether there are statistically significant linguistic
preferences for one language type over another. (Dryer 1989: 261)

This quote reflects a commonworry in typology: oversampling. Put differently, we
should not include too many languages from a specific family because doing so
would lead to bias towards that particular family. Bentz et al. (2015) capture the
idea of systematic sampling being the solution to reduce bias in the following way:

Typologists know it is crucial to control for the non-independences in a dataset that stem from
language areas and language families (e.g., Dryer, 1989, 1992). The best remedy for an areally
and genealogically biased typological analysis is to balance the sample with respect to
families and areas. (Bentz et al. 2015: 19)

However, the role of sampling in typology and its effectiveness at reducing bias has
not stayed unchallenged and has been called into question by e.g. Himmelmann
(2000) and Cysouw (2011). In this paper, we reassess both positions and argue that
strict systematic sampling is not necessary to control for areal and genealogical
biases. If the aim of a study is to examine crosslinguistic tendencies, we argue that
some form of bias control is necessary. Using modern statistical techniques, we
show that it is possible to control for genealogical and areal effects more effec-
tively. Most importantly, though, statistical bias control does not require us to
exclude languages from the sample thatmay be available otherwise.We also argue
that the role of language contact in shaping linguistic patterns might be much
stronger than generally assumed. To discuss the statisticalmethods of bias control,
we focus on one specific question, namely the relation between verb-object order
and affix position (prefixation vs. suffixation).

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the linguistic back-
ground on the relation between word order and affix position. Section 3 gives an
overview of previous approaches to sampling. We then present our approach to
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this issue in Section 4, proposing two statistical methods as alternatives to bias
control in the sampling process. Section 5 discusses the results of our model. In
order to relate our results to other common modeling choices in typology, we
compare our model to two alternative model specifications and test for the
robustness of our model to oversampling in Section 6. Section 7 discusses the
findings of the previous sections and relates them to the theoretical discussions
concerning sampling and bias control in language typology. Section 8 concludes
the paper.

2 Word order and affix position

The observation that OV-languages strongly prefer suffixationwhile VO-languages
show both prefixation and suffixation preferences has widely been discussed in
the literature, e.g. in Bybee et al. (1990), Cutler et al. (1985), Dryer (1992), Hawkins
and Gilligan (1988), and Siewierska and Bakker (1996) (see Song 2012: 54–65 for an
overview). There is no final consensus about the reasons for the attested prefer-
ences, but we can distinguish two main approaches to account for this word order
and affixation pattern: processing ease or efficiency and the diachronic processes
leading to the distribution.

The processing explanations take the crosslinguistic distributions of patterns
to reflect processing ease for the speaker: more frequent patterns are argued to be
more easily or efficiently processed, and rarer patterns are regarded as more
difficult to process for the speaker. In this vein, Cutler et al. (1985), Hawkins and
Cutler (1988), and Hawkins and Gilligan (1988) apply the Head Ordering Principle
(HOP) to affixation in that affixes are taken to be the heads of the lexicalmaterial in
the same way that verbs are of e.g. objects. The HOP then states that languages
prefer to have consistent head-dependent orders, i.e. that affixes and their lexical
hosts occur in the same order as the verb and the object. The authors argue that this
principle can functionally motivate the preference of OV-languages to occur with
suffixes. However, according to the HOP, VO-languages should have a strong
prefixation preference. While VO-languages certainly occur with prefixes more
frequently than OV-languages, the distributions suggest that they equally take
suffixes. To account for this additional compatibility with suffixation, the authors
argue for a general suffixation preference based on processing considerations as
well, which does not depend on the word order type. For VO-languages, both
principles predict a preference for suffixes, as is attested in various samples. For
OV-languages, on the other hand, the two principles are assumed to be in
competition with each other, leading to more flexibility of OV-languages to occur
with both suffixes and prefixes.
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Other authors (Bybee et al. 1990; Dryer 1992; Siewierska andBakker 1996) have
argued that the preferences we can observe in crosslinguistic samples are rather
the outcome of the processes leading to them and cannot be motivated on syn-
chronic grounds.2 Thus, the preference for e.g. tense suffixes over prefixes in
OV-languages can be accounted for by the recurrent pattern that auxiliary verbs, a
common source for tense affixes, tend to follow the main verb in OV-languages
(Bybee et al. 1990: 9). The strong preference for suffixation over prefixation in
OV-languages should then, at least partially, be due to the fact that the source
elements often already follow the verb instead of preceding it, i.e. the correlation
between verb-final order and affix position is not independent of the order of main
and auxiliary verbs.

Bybee et al. (1990) show that affixes expressing verbal categories systemati-
cally occur in the position in which their source element appeared in, making a
synchronic processing-based account unnecessary. The authors also point out that
the observable distribution of the suffixation preference could be the result of two
distinct constraints on diachronic processes. It could be the case that grammatical
material generally tends to follow lexical material, resulting in the more frequent
development of suffixes than prefixes. Or it could be that the order of lexical and
grammatical material has no overall preference, but that preposed grammatical
material develops into affixes less frequently than postposed grammaticalmaterial
does.

Bybee et al. (1990) also show that certain semantic factors are relevant for
whether or not a potential affix-candidate will fuse with the verb or with other
available hosts. In verb-initial or verb-final constellations, affix-candidates often
appear in utterance-initial or utterance-final positions, respectively, which means
that in such contexts, the verb is often the only potential host. In verb-medial
orders, on the other hand, affix-candidates do normally not occur in such edge
positions and thus have an alternative adjacent potential host in addition to the
verb. Bybee et al. (1990: 29–34) find that functions that are semantically more
relevant to the verb itself, e.g. valency, which can form amore coherent conceptual
unit with the verbal stem, aremore frequently expressed as prefixes on the verb. On
the other hand,markers of functions that aremore relevant to the proposition itself
such as mood/modality are less likely to fuse with the verb and become verbal
prefixes. In the verb-medial languages of their sample, valency markers preceding

2 Himmelmann (2014) argues against such a synchronic, functional explanation of the overall
suffixation preference as well. Focusing on affixation rates in preposed versus postposed gram-
matical material, he proposes a prosody-based account for the higher rate of affixation of post-
posed grammatical markers.
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the verbwere prefixes 73%of the time,while only 10%of preverbalmood/modality
markers were prefixed (Bybee et al. 1990: 31).

A related issue was pointed out by Dryer (1992), i.e. that crosslinguistic ten-
dencies of affix positions greatly depend on the specific types of affixes. In the
sample used in Dryer (1992), tense or aspect markers on verbs show the “expected”
behavior and tend to be suffixed in OV-languages and appear as both suffix or
prefix in VO-languages. Nominal possessive markers, however, are slightly more
likely to be prefixed in OV-languages but not in VO-languages (Dryer 1992: 127).

Siewierska and Bakker (1996) look at the association between word order and
affix position, in this case focusing on subject and object agreement markers on
verbs. Siewierska and Bakker (1996: 129–136) compare their findings in detail
against previous typological studies concerned with the relation between word
order type and the availability (and position) of affixal subject agreement markers
(Foster and Hofling 1987; Hawkins and Gilligan 1988; Nichols 1992; Steele 1978),
noting a number of divergences in the distributions across seven samples, some of
which Siewierska and Bakker account for by different areal biases present to a
varying extent in each of the samples.

For instance, Nichols’s sample contains the highest proportion of subject
agreementmarkerswhile Stassen’s sample (cf. Appendix I inHawkins andGilligan
1988) shows the lowest of seven different samples that Siewierska and Bakker
(1996) compare. At the same time, Nichols’s sample contains the highest propor-
tion of North American languages, while Stassen’s sample has the lowest. The
latter sample also only includes a small number of languages from Papunesia and
Australia, which are areas that are identified as having high proportions of subject
agreement markers across all word orders in the other samples (Siewierska and
Bakker 1996: 130). Regarding such biases due to differences in sampling,
Siewierska and Bakker (1996: 152) note: “[t]he questions concerning sampling
methodology which this investigation has raised cannot be easily resolved. An
awareness of the issue, however, is crucial for an appreciation of the nature of
typological claims and the validity of the argumentation based on insights from
typological research”. This illustrates that even though typologists have generally
been aware of the potential biases due to sampling methods and of how such
biases can affect theirfindings, it still is an important issue deserving our attention.

Finally, work on verbal affixes by Enrique-Arias (2002) has suggested that the
preference for suffixes over prefixes may be entirely due to other grammatical
factors rather than basic word order. Enrique-Arias notes that subject and object
agreementmarkers do not seem to follow the same patterns as other affixes, andhe
suggests that the suffixing preference is not directly related to OV or VO orders, but
that it results instead from the combination of grammaticalization paths and
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psychological factors, namely that speakers tend to resist the fusion of prefixing
material but favor the fusion of suffixing material.

In summary, the question of the relation between verb-object order and affix
position is still relatively open. We are not aware of a more recent study that has
investigated this associationwith a special focus on the role of sampling; therefore,
this question provides an optimal testing ground for the methods proposed in this
study. As we will show in Section 5, our findings point towards little to no asso-
ciation between VO-orders and affix position, once genealogical and areal biases
are controlled for.

3 Sampling methods in language typology

Creating representative language samples is an essential task in typology, in order
to examine crosslinguistic distributions of patterns and to draw generalizations
about language as such. Since sampling is of such importance, we find a sub-
stantial body of literature whose discussion would go beyond the purposes of this
paper. In this section, we will only provide a brief overview of some sampling
methods that are relevant to the understanding of the motivation of the present
paper. More detailed overviews about sampling are provided in e.g. Bakker (2010),
Miestamo et al. (2016) and Song (2018).

3.1 Probability and variety sampling

There are two main types of samples, each of which is designed for different
purposes: probability sampling and variety sampling. Probability sampling is used
to examine the crosslinguistic distribution of a certain feature, with the languages
in the sample being as independent from each other as possible, so that inferences
about crosslinguistic tendencies can be drawn. This type of sampling is often
applied when the values of the feature at hand are already known, and when the
research question focuses on the underlying crosslinguistic distribution of those
values.

Variety sampling, on the other hand, serves the purpose of exploring the value
space of a given linguistic feature, often at the initial stages of a research project.
According to Miestamo et al. (2016: 234), the goal of variety sampling is to “display
as much variety as possible in the linguistic realizations of the phenomena under
investigation and to reveal even the rarest strategies or types of expression in the
domain explored.” A good case in point is mentioned by Song (2018: 84), who
notes that “[i]t had beenwidely believed that therewere no object-initial languages
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in the world until the late 1970s when object-initial languages (spoken mainly in
the Amazon) began to be brought to the attention of the wider linguistic
community”.

Often, however, samples are, at least to a certain extent, convenience samples
restricted by the languages for which the relevant information is available to the
linguist. Related to such practical issues of compiling a proper sample that fulfills
the theoretical requirements, Himmelmann (2000) argues against a strict sampling
method as a general requirement for all typological studies. Himmelmann (2000:
9–11) emphasizes the point that in order to find out about the types of patterns
available, addingmore languages to obtain a larger sample ismore important than
controlling for genealogical and areal independence in a restricting way. On the
other hand, he also argues that at the initial stages of exploring possible structures,
a smaller sample may be sufficient to put forth an initial hypothesis that can then
be taken up and examined further by the linguistic community. Thus, Himmel-
mann emphasizes that controlled sampling can but does not have to be of high
importance for “just any” study in language typology:

More recently, however, sampling procedures have been elevated to the status of a general
measure of the quality of typological work, regardless of whether or not it involves claims
about frequency. This view, which is most explicitly expressed in recent reviews of typo-
logical books, seems tome to be ill-advised. Explicit sampling procedures are not relevant for
just any kind of typological work. (Himmelmann 2000: 10)

Similarly, Cysouw (2011) calls into question the effectiveness of sampling,
identifying the main issues with sampling as a method for controlling for
autocorrelations:

First, sampling reduces the already rather limited amount of data available about the world’s
languages, so any generalisation has to be made on the basis of less than possible data […]
Second, there might be unrecognized genealogical or areal groupings, not acknowledged in
the sampling,which leads to inflation of the frequency of a type, notwithstanding the sample.
Even more problematic is the possibility that the actual world’s languages are not repre-
sentative of the possible human languages. (Cysouw 2011: 416)

3.2 Types of biases

Since probability samples are used to obtain a representative selection of the
languages of the world, they are built to overcome potential biases as much as
possible. This is crucial because in order to generalize from a language sample to
universal tendencies, each language, being a data point, needs to be as inde-
pendent as possible from other languages (or, as we will see, the bias needs to be
controlled for in the modeling). Bakker (2010) and Song (2018) distinguish the
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following types of bias that can distort a language sample: bibliographical,
genealogical, areal/contact, typological, and cultural.

While the bibliographical bias is a practical issue, it is an important one.
Bakker (2010: 91) notes that “over two thirds of the known languages have not been
described at any level of linguistic sophistication”; Song (2018: 78) gives the
proportion of “less than 10%”; and Hammarström et al. (2020) indicate that long
grammars (>300 pages) are only available for about 23% of the world’s languages.

Most theoretical discussions of bias in language samples focus on genealog-
ical and areal or contact biases. If two languages have a common ancestor, or have
been in contact with each other, finding that they share their value for a linguistic
feature cannot be interpreted as two independent data points sharing that feature.
Thus, if genealogical or areal biases are not taken into account, crosslinguistic
generalizations run the risk of being biased by a linguistic area or a family. Dryer
(1989: 259–261) makes this point for genealogical bias in word order preferences:

Secondly, […] about 40% of the SVO languages in the world are Niger-Congo languages. If it
were not for whatever historical factors led to the large size of this family, particularly those
leading to the relatively recent expansion of speakers of Bantu languages, the number of SVO
languages in the world would have been considerably lower, in fact not muchmore than half
the number of SOV languages. (Dryer 1989: 260)

Similarly to genealogical bias, areal bias can occur in a sample with various lan-
guages that are or have been in contact or that are part of a larger area in which the
same value of a linguistic feature has spread by language contact and diffusion
over time. Such linguistically relevant areas can be of various sizes; areas known to
include languages that are not related but still share certain properties due to
contact are e.g. the Balkans, the Baltic, Ethiopian highlands, South Asia, the Sepik
River basin (New Guinea) and the Pacific Northwest of North America (Thomason
2001: Chapter 5).

A so-called typological bias arises when the association between two features
is examined with a biased distribution of one of the values. To illustrate this issue,
Dryer (1989) refers to the results from Nichols (1986), which show a stronger
preference for verb-initial languages to have head marking than for other word
order types. Dryer (1989: 264–265) observes that out of the 13 languages in her
sample classified as head marking, 10 languages are spoken in North America
(including Central America). Also, the three languages that are verb-initial but not
head marking are all spoken outside of North America. Head marking being much
more frequent in North America than in the other areas of the world, “it would
appear that the supposed association between head-marking type and verb-initial
order is simply an artifact of the fact that most of the verb-initial languages in
Nichols’ sample are from North America and the fact that the head-marking type is
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considerably more common in North America than it is elsewhere in the world”
(Dryer 1989: 265). We will show in Section 5 that the situation of verb-object order
and affixation is similar. Once genealogical and areal bias is controlled for, we do
not find any clear effect of verb-object order on affixation preference.

Cultural bias is another type of bias that is strongly intertwined with genea-
logical and areal biases. In a stricter sense, a cultural bias can occur when lan-
guages with a shared or similar cultural background may be biased for or against
certain linguistic structures in the same way. In a broader sense, cultural bias also
includes the socio-linguistic properties of the speaker groups and their impact on
grammar. It has been shown that crosslinguistically rare patterns tend to occur in
languages with smaller speaker communities. For instance, Nettle (1999: 133–134)
shows that the median speaker community size of rare OVS and OSV word order is
750, whereas themedian community size of all human languages is approximately
5,000.

3.3 Previous sampling methods

There have been numerous proposals for building language samples (Bell 1978;
Bickel 2008; Dahl 2008; Dryer 1989, 1991, 2018; Miestamo et al. 2016; Nichols 1992;
Perkins 1980, 1989; Rijkhoff and Bakker 1998; Stassen 1985). We will focus on a
number of importantmethods here (formore details on samplingmethods, see e.g.
Bakker 2010; Miestamo et al. 2016; Song 2018).

The earliest systematic probability sample is proposed by Bell (1978), who tries
to build a language sample while avoiding genealogical bias by over-representing
certain families. The procedure starts out with a classification into 478 groups of
families. He takes the number of sub-groups as an approximation of linguistic
diversity within the group, and includes one language per sub-group. The final
number of languages from that group is then proportionally adjusted from 478
groups to the number of languages the final sample should contain.

Perkins (1980) elaborates on the method proposed in Bell (1978), adding
emphasis on the cultural independence of the languages in the sample, combining
a genealogical classification of languages (Voegelin and Voegelin 1977) with a
cultural classification (Murdock 1967).3 This results in a sample of 50 languages
that are assumed to be genealogically and culturally as independent from each
other as possible.

3 A refined description of his method is presented in Perkins (1989). Bybee et al. (1994) is another,
further developed, application of this sampling method, resulting in a stratified probability
sample.
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Dryer (1989) also offers a refined sampling procedure of Bell (1978), using data
on word order preferences from 542 languages. The first important innovation is
that he uses genera as the main genealogical grouping, the idea being that genera
are comparable in terms of time-depth (3,500–4,000 years). Dryer also samples
genera instead of single languages. The second important innovation concerns the
distribution of genera into 5 continent-sized macroareas.4 The division into such
large areas is notmeant to prove the existence of linguistically relevant areas in the
size of continents (Dryer 1989: 267); rather, the idea behind this is to divide the
globe into areas which are arguably independent enough from each other due to
physical boundaries preventing the expansion of languages, language contact,
and diffusion to a reasonable extent. Dryer (1989) argues that only if a certain
pattern or association can be shown to exist in all (independent) macroareas, can
we safely exclude genealogical or areal bias and draw conclusions about general
crosslinguistic tendencies. To this end, he proposes to count the genera in each
macroarea that exhibit the relevant linguistic pattern. In case a genus contains
languages that exhibit more than one pattern (e.g. OV as well as VO-orders), this
genus is counted twice, i.e. into both patterns (Dryer 1989: 289). After establishing
the proportional distributions of all relevant patterns in each macroarea, the latter
are tested separately: “The final step is to determine how many of the five areas
conform to the hypothesis being tested. If all five conform, then the hypothesis is
considered to be confirmed” (Dryer 1989: 269).

Nichols (1992) builds her sample in a similar way to Dryer (1989), dis-
tinguishing 10 “sample areas” that are taken to be geographical and cultural
units.5 She further distinguishes “stocks” with a time-depth of 5,000–8,000 years
and families with a time-depth of 2,500–4,000 years (Nichols 1992: 24–25). All
stocks and families are represented in the sample by a single language (as far as
possible), with large and diverse families such as Indo-European being restricted
to include six languages. In contrast to Dryer (1989), Nichols samples actual lan-
guages instead of genera.

4 Dryer (1989) originally distinguished Africa, Eurasia, Australia-New Guinea, North America,
and SouthAmerica. In Dryer (1992), he proposed a 6macroarea distinction,whichwas later refined
in Hammarström and Donohue (2014) and Dryer and Haspelmath (2013), leading to the by now
commonly used 6 macroareas of Africa, Eurasia, North America, South America, Papunesia, and
Australia.
5 The 10 areas are Africa, Ancient Near East, Northern Eurasia, South and Southeast Asia, New
Guinea, Australia, Oceania, North America, Mesoamerica, and South America. This classification
was later refined in the AUTOTYP project (Bickel and Nichols 2013); it contains two areal config-
urations, one with the continent-size areas suggested by (Nichols 1992), and one with these areas
further subdivided into 24 smaller areas.
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The sampling methods described so far all build genealogically as well as
areally and culturally stratified probability samples, but they do not consider the
linguistic feature(s) in question for the sampling process itself. There is an alter-
native way of arriving at probability samples, namely a posthoc sample that de-
parts from a larger sample of languages and takes into account the distribution of
linguistic feature(s) in order to select languages. Dahl (2001, 2008) and Bickel
(2008) are just such approaches.

Dahl (2008) proposes a method for creating samples of languages based on
how typologically similar they are according to WALS (Dryer and Haspelmath
2013), i.e. the sample is linguistically informed and takes into account how similar
languages are across a number of linguistic features. The typological distance (or
similarity) between two languages is defined as the proportion of features with
different values in those languages (Dahl 2008: 211).

Another posthoc method of sampling is provided by Bickel (2008). The main
idea of controlling for genealogical bias is similar to the one in Dryer (1989) in that
it also builds a sample of genera (or any other level of genealogical group) instead
of using single languages. However, Bickel (2008: 223) notes that the assumption
in Dryer (1989) that languages from the same genus will mostly display homoge-
neous properties is problematic, since this is not necessarily the case. Moreover,
whether or not a linguistic feature is stable in a genus across time also provides
useful information and should be taken into account when examining crosslin-
guistic trends. Thus, Bickel (2008) exhibits two important innovations. First, he
uses the entire phylogenetic information available, including more than one
genealogical level. Second, he takes into account the value distributions of the
feature in question to determine howmany related languages (on any level) can be
included in the sample.

The algorithm proposed in Bickel (2008, 2011) starts out from the highest
grouping of languages and determines whether or not the expression of the feature
in question is skewed towards a certain value in a group of related languages or
not. If the values (e.g. VO vs. OV-orders) are approximately equally represented in
a family, Bickel (2008: 224) argues that “it is likely that genealogicalmembership is
irrelevant for the distribution of values in the unit, and there is no reason to include
only one datapoint per distinct value in the sample”. If the distribution of values is
skewed, e.g. 90%versus 10%, “it is likely (though by nomeans necessary!) that the
distribution is induced by shared retention, innovation or family-bound drift – i.e.
it is a skewing that we want to control for” (Bickel 2008: 224). Then, this genea-
logical group will contribute only one datapoint with the majority value to the
sample in order to prevent a bias towards that value. The minority value, however,
if present in more than one language, is counted in with all datapoints. Bickel
(2008: 224)motivates this in the followingway: “the presence of theminority value
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must be due to some non-genealogical factor, i.e. perhaps it was precisely one of
the areal or structural factor under investigation that triggered the deviation.” This
process is repeated for each level of genealogical groups, from the highest to the
lowest one.

All methods presented so far are probability sampling methods. We now turn
to the twomost important variety sampling methods (i.e. sampling with the aim of
capturing the linguistic diversity as much as possible) are those by Rijkhoff and
Bakker (1998), Rijkhoff et al. (1993), and by Miestamo (2005) and Miestamo et al.
(2016).

Themethod developed by Rijkhoff and Bakker (1998) and Rijkhoff et al. (1993),
called “Diversity Value” (DV) is a fairly involved but formalized process to select an
optimal number of languages on the basis of any given hierarchical structure of
language. Thus, for e.g. phylogenetic stratification, it requires a full tree-structure
considering all genealogical groups and the branching structure within groups. In
DV sampling, the number of languages from each genealogical group should be
proportional to the amount of variation (i.e. the “Diversity Value”) within that
group so that the degree of linguistic variation is represented proportionally. The
amount of variation is approximated by the number of all non-terminal nodes in a
given genealogical group. Therefore, it is the structure of the genealogical tree (or
any other kind of taxonomic tree), rather than the number of languages per group,
which determines the number of languages included per group. In addition, all
major groups are required to be represented by at least one language. What sets
this method apart from the other ones described so far is that it does not include
any direct areal stratification mechanism.

Another variety sampling method, called “Genus-Macroarea method” (GM)
has been developed and described in Miestamo (2003, 2005) and Miestamo et al.
(2016). It uses the classification intomacroareas and genera according to theWALS
(Dryer andHaspelmath 2013). The aim is to include languages fromasmany genera
(Dryer and Haspelmath 2013) as possible in order to capture crosslinguistic vari-
ation in an adequateway. The first step leads to the genus sample of 523 languages,
one from each 521 genera and one pidgin or creole and one sign language. Since it
may practically be impossible to find a suitable language for each genus, the
authors define the core sample to contain the maximal number of languages
available for a given research question. Such a core samplewill most likely contain
bibliographical and thus areal biases; therefore, the authors suggest an areal
stratification process to select a restricted sample from the core sample in a way so
that all areas are proportionally represented by a number of languages according
to the area that is most under-represented.

All these sampling methods share the general intuition that universal pref-
erences or patterns can be captured by examining the synchronic crosslinguistic
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distribution of a given feature (combination) in a sample, representing the lan-
guages of the world as adequately as possible. An entirely different approach to
assessing universal preferences is to examine the transition probabilities across
different values of a given feature over time. There are several proposals for how
transition probabilities should be estimated (Dediu 2011; Dediu and Cysouw 2013;
Dediu and Levinson 2012; Dunn et al. 2011; Levinson et al. 2011; Maslova 2000;
Maslova andNikitina 2007; Pagel 1994) and interpreted (Cysouw 2011). Wewill not
discuss such “dynamic” approaches in detail in this paper, since they re-frame the
question of how universals should be studied and formulated from a synchronic
distribution to the probabilities of diachronic changes (but see Section 7.2 for a
comparison of “static” and “dynamic” approaches).

However, there is a crucial conceptual point in using transition probabilities
that is also inherently part of the approach to bias control that we propose in this
paper. Any method of estimating transition probabilities requires a sample of
related languages for the estimation of how likely a feature is to change its value
over the course of time. Thus, what would be treated as a potentially problematic
bias for the other sampling methods mentioned above is an integral part in esti-
mating transition probabilities. In other words, they require the information
contained in the genealogical relation between languages in the sample. We show
that this idea of using the information about genealogical (and also areal) relations
between languages in a sample can also be applied to “static” sampling ap-
proaches and need not lead to the exclusion of languages from a sample.6

3.4 Towards more inclusive sampling

All samplingmethodsmentioned in the previous section include somemechanism
of stratification to circumvent areal, genetic, or cultural bias. In practice, this
always means discarding languages for which sources would be available. In the
case of the two posthoc methods proposed in Dahl (2008) and Bickel (2008), the
exclusion of data is even more rampant, since a potentially large portion of the
data that had already been gatheredwill be excluded at a later step of the sampling
process.

6 The g-sampling approach in Bickel (2008) is somewhat similar in that respect, as it also es-
tablishes criteria according to which more than one language from a genealogical unit can be
included in the sample. However, if there are sufficient grounds to assume a strong genealogical
bias for a given value of the feature at hand, the approach still falls back on including only a single
language (or g-unit) from that group.
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Strict genealogical stratification methods are all based on the default
assumption that closely related languages must be similar because of the common
source of the value for the relevant feature, regardless of which area of grammar
that feature belongs to. Cysouw (2005: 556–557) raises the important theoretical
point that this may not even be the case, mentioning the high degree of variation
for indefinite pronouns in Romance and Germanic. He also notes that “[i]nstead of
sampling one language per genealogical unit, it is actuallymuchmore informative
to sample various languages from the same unit” (Cysouw 2011: 421). By now, we
have the tools to build in the degree of dependency between languages into a
statistical model, so that we no longer need to exclude available datapoints (see
Section 4 for our proposal). In addition, including languages that are closely
related, or in close contact with each other, can also help to test whether or not a
given feature is realized similarly. If many languages from a single genealogical
group express a feature by the same inherited value, this is also meaningful in-
formation that tells us something about the prevalence of that feature value.
Moreover, in some cases where diachronic data may not be available, we may not
even know for certain that a feature shared between related languages spoken in
close areas necessarily goes back to the common ancestor language; it may have
spread by contact or areal diffusion as well. Including closely related languages
also plays a very important role for examining an implicational universal (if a
language has X, then it also has Y): high uniformity within a family may be
indicative of a very stable association.

4 Our approach

4.1 Dataset

The dataset used in the present study is taken from WALS chapters 26 and 83 on
“Prefixing versus suffixing in inflectional morphology” and “Order of object and
verb”, respectively (Dryer 2013a, 2013b). It includes the intersection of languages
for which data from both chapters is available. This amounts to a total of 780
languages across 158macrofamilies.7 Figure 1 shows the geographic distribution of
the languages in the sample together with their affix position and verb-object

7 We compiled the data on December 12 2019, and did someminor manual clean ups. The dataset
as well as the code are provided in the Supplementary Materials (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
5576242).
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order. Impressionistically, we find some regions which seem to prefer prefixation
over suffixation, e.g. Oceania, NorthAmerica, and the Southern parts of Africa. The
same holds for verb-object orders; Western Europe and Central Africa tend to have
VO-orders, while languages in Asia are predominantly OV.

Concerning affix position, Dryer (2013b) distinguishes six different values ac-
cording towhich each language is classified, out ofwhichwe include thefive types that
show inflectional morphology: predominantly suffixing (strongly suffixing), moderate
preference for suffixing (weakly suffixing), approximately equal amounts of suffixing
and prefixing (equal), moderate preference for prefixing (weakly prefixing), predomi-
nantly prefixing (strongly prefixing).8 In his classification, Dryer (2013b) distinguishes
10 types of affixes: case affixes on nouns, pronominal subject affixes on verbs, tense-
aspect affixes on verbs, plural affixes on nouns, pronominal possessive affixes on
nouns, definite or indefinite affixes on nouns, pronominal object affixes on verbs,
negative affixes on verbs, interrogative affixes on verbs, and adverbial subordinator
affixes on verbs. He then assigns each language a suffixing and prefixing index.9
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Figure 1: Distribution of languages in the sample.

8 We excluded the 140 languages of the type “little or no inflectional morphology”. Since we use
the family tree information in Glottolog (Hammarström et al. 2020), we also excluded languages
with no information in Glottolog (5 in total).
9 The exact manner in which Dryer calculates the prefixing and suffixing indices is rather com-
plex. For more details, see Chapter 26 in WALS (Dryer 2013b).
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Languages with a suffixing index over 80% are classified as predominantly suffixing,
indexes between 60% and 80% are treated as a moderate preference for suffixing,
indexes between 40% and 60% as approximately equal amounts of suffixing and
prefixing. Finally, languages with a prefixing index between 60% and 80% are clas-
sified as having a moderate preference for prefixing, and prefixing indexes over 80%
are treated as predominantly prefixing.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of those five affixation types in the dataset, and
we can see their distribution across macroareas in Figure 3. Overall, most lan-
guages are strongly suffixing and the strongly prefixing type is very rare. However,
this trend ismost pronounced in Eurasia andAustralia, while the othermacroareas
show a much weaker preference for suffixation. Africa, Papunesia, and North
America are themacroareaswith the highest proportion of languageswith a strong
or weak prefixation preference.

The word order types distinguished in Dryer (2013a) are OV, VO, and no
dominant word order. Their distribution in the dataset acrossmacroareas is shown
in Figure 4. We can observe two main macroareal trends: all macroareas save for
Africa show a preference for OV-order with Eurasia having the strongest trend, and
having no dominant word order is comparatively frequent in Australia and North
America.

Merging the datasets of Dryer (2013a, 2013b) allows us to examine the as-
sociation between word order type and affix preference. Figure 5 shows the
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Figure 2: Overall distribution of affix position.
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distribution of verb-object orders across affix positions based on the dataset
provided in Dryer (2013a, 2013b). We see that in raw numbers, OV-languages
have a clear preference for being strongly suffixing, while VO-languages do not
appear to be associated with a single value of affix position. VO-languages do
however have a higher number of both weak and strong prefixation than
OV-languages or languages without dominant word order. This distribution is in
agreement with previous findings based on different samples (cf. Section 2). As
wewill see in Section 5, this apparent correlation is likely due to genealogical and
areal bias in the sample.
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Figure 3: Affix position by macroarea.
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4.2 Bias control for genealogical effects

4.2.1 Previous approaches

As was pointed out in Section 3.3, all sampling methods are designed to control
for genealogical bias in one way or another, and we can distinguish three types
of approaches. The first, and probably most common one, is to control for it
during the sampling process itself. The second one, developed by Dryer (1989)
and adapted by Bickel (2008), is to sample genera instead of families, taking
into account the variation within genera, or other levels of genealogical
groupings. Finally, a more recent technique is building a statistical model and
including the genus (or any other level of genealogical grouping) as a group-
level effect in the model (Bentz and Winter 2013; Blasi et al. 2019; Jaeger et al.
2011; Levshina 2019).10
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Figure 5: Verb-object order by affixation preference.

10 Group-level effects are also known as random effects in frequentist statistics.
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However, including genera or families as a predictor in a model comes with
similar potential issues as a priori restricting the number of languages froma genus
in the sample. It is not necessarily known beforehand which level of genealogical
grouping is most suited to examine a certain linguistic feature. There may be
structure above and below it that is ignored, whichever grouping level is chosen.
For instance, if one uses only language families, i.e. established groups of the
highest level (e.g. Indo-European or Austronesian), lower-level groupings within
families will be ignored by the model and it will not be able to capture that e.g.
Germanic languages are expected to be more similar to each other than to Indo-
Aryan languages. Moreover, it is not clear that all family or high-level groupings
are of comparable generality and time depth. As mentioned in Section 3.3, Dryer
(1989) established genera as a genealogical unit with a time depth of 3,500–
4,000 years to account for this issue, andwith its use in theWALS database, this
level of grouping has become a common group-level effect in statistical models
of typological studies. But even using comparable units such as genera as a
predictor in a model, one may still miss important lower and higher-level
relations.

This issue was already identified in Rijkhoff et al. (1993) and Rijkhoff and
Bakker (1998), whopointed out that it is not only important to consider families but
to include information about the entire phylogenetic tree, which the authors
implemented in their method of Diversity Value sampling.

Other approaches that are designed to include several levels of genealogical
groupings are presented in Bickel (2008) (g-sampling) and Bickel (2015) (family
bias method). As explained in Section 3.3, g-sampling involves recursively
checking for bias in genealogical groupings from the highest to the lowest defined
level, building a sample of those genealogical units which are assumed to be
genetically unbiased. This method, however, does not allow construction of a
sample of individual languages that could be used to address several typological
questions but only provides a sample of genealogical units that are useful for a
specific research question.11

Bickel’s family bias method tries to estimate whether there is a preference
for a particular feature value within a language family. Note that in contrast to
g-sampling, this method does not aim at building a balanced sample but at,
very indirectly, estimating the transition probabilities between different values
of linguistic features.12 This is independent of whether the preferred value was
already present in the proto-language or not, andwhether the synchronic distribution

11 See Bakker (2010) for a similar comment about the method of Dryer (1989).
12 Amore direct approach to estimating transitional probabilities is presented byMaslova (2000),
Maslova and Nikitina (2007), and Jäger and Wahle (Forthcoming).
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is the result of innovation or preservation. The method can easily be applied to
groupings with a sufficient number of languages (Bickel suggests at least six, but this
depends on the desired degree of certainty). For groupings with fewer or only one
member, Bickel (2015) suggests extrapolation from families with more members.

4.2.2 Our approach: phylogenetic regression

In this study, we propose to use hierarchical phylogenetic regression (de Ville-
mereuil and Nakagawa 2014: ch. 11; Garland and Ives 2000; Housworth et al. 2004)
as a way of controlling for family bias.13 Including a phylogenetic term in a
regression model is conceptually very similar to including a categorical group-
level effect such as genus. When including genus as a group-level effect, we as-
sume that languages from the same genus are very likely to share a given linguistic
feature. The phylogenetic term also controls for such genealogical relations, but
instead of “bagging” languages into genealogical groups to which a language
either does or does not belong, it takes into account the entire phylogenetic tree.
Doing so allows us to represent the assumption of similarity between languages
due to their genealogical relatedness in a gradient way.

To build the phylogenetic term, we used the information on family trees
from Glottolog 4.3 (Hammarström et al. 2020). We chose Glottolog because, as
far as we are aware, it is the most complete and exhaustive genealogy available
at this moment, subjected to peer-review and updated regularly. Of course, it is
possible to use any other language tree. For practical reasons, we use “micro-
families” as the smallest unit. We define micro-families as the smallest genea-
logical groupings above the leaf nodes in the trees provided by Glottolog.14 For
the most part, micro-families include only a single language, but there are some
which can include two or three very closely related varieties of languages. For
instance, the micro-family of Spanish is Castilic and the micro-family of German

13 Hierarchical regression is also known as mixed-model in the frequentist literature. Phyloge-
netic regression should not be confused with phylogenetic models used for building phylogenetic
trees (or networks) to establish or examine the relations between languages (e.g. Bouckaert et al.
2018; Bowern andAtkinson 2012; Gray et al. 2009; Jäger 2013, 2018, 2019; List et al. 2014;Murawaki
2015, 2018; Verkerk 2019), or for assessing the stability of grammatical features over time (Dediu
2011; Dediu and Levinson 2012; Dunn et al. 2011; Maurits and Griffiths 2014; Murawaki and
Yamauchi 2018).
14 Leaf nodes in the Glottolog trees can but do not have to correspond to the language level in the
WALS dataset.
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is Global German. Using micro-families instead of single languages was a
practical choice; building a phylogenetic tree with single languages did not
improve the models but only made them slower, harder to fit, and led to
overfitting.

To build the phylogenetic tree, we first determined the distance, i.e. similarity,
between all pairs of micro-families. The similarity between twomicro-families was
calculated as the total number of shared nodes in the Glottolog tree between them.
The resulting similarity matrix was then used to build a phylogenetic tree for the
languages in the sample. From this tree, we calculated a phylogenetic covariance
matrix for all micro-families, which reflects the hierarchical structure between all
micro-families.15

Table 1 shows the covariancematrix for a subset ofmicro-families.With values
ranging from 0 to 1, values closer to 1 mean that the languages are very similar,
while very distantly related or unrelated languages have values closer or equal to
0. For instance, the covariance matrix captures the fact that Italian, French, and
Spanish (Castilic) aremuchmore similar to each other, having covariance values of
0.9 and 0.91, than they are to Germanic (German and Dutch) or Indo-Iranian
(Hindustani), with a covariance of 0.67. Two languages which are entirely unre-
lated to each other have a covariance value of 0 in the matrix. Table 1 shows this
withWarrwa (Nyulnyulan, Australia) and Yatê (Fulniô, South America), neither of
which belong to the Indo-European family. In this case, we do not distinguish
between isolates (e.g. Yatê), which do not have other known related languages,
and languages that are the only representative of a given family in our dataset (e.g.
Warrwa).

This covariance matrix is then included in the model in the following way: we
add a group-level effect to the model for each micro-family, enforcing the corre-
lation between the intercepts for micro-families to follow the covariance ma-
trix.16,17 Values closer to 1 mean that the intercepts of the micro-families will be

15 See the Supplementary Materials for the code for building the phylogenetic tree.
16 More precisely, a hierarchical model including a phylogenetic term has the form
y = μ + βx + a + ϵ, where μ = βx are the intercept and coefficients for the covariates, and a is the term
for the phylogenetic effectswith a ∼N(0, σ2

P Σ). Σ is the phylogenetic covariancematrix, and ϵ is the
residual error: ϵ ∼ N(0, σ2

R I). This mean that σ2
P is the variance of the phylogenetic effect and σ2

R is
the variance of the residual error.
17 In principle, one can also add varying slopes to the model. However, this makes the model
computationally very challenging. With our dataset and the hardware that we have access to (a
High Performance Computing serverwith 4 Intel XeonGold 6140 processors, 144 cores, and 754GB
RAM), we were unable to fit such a model within a reasonable period of time because each model
would take upwards of two months to fit (we terminated the process after a month and the
sampling was at 30%).
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estimated closer together in themodel, and zeromeans that the intercepts can vary
freely from each other. In other words, the model assumes the estimated effects to
be more similar for micro-families which are closer together in the family tree, but
less so for micro-families which are less close to each other in the tree. For the
results of the phylogenetic effects in our model, see Section 5.3.

4.3 Bias control for areal and contact effects

4.3.1 Previous approaches

Areal and contact effects, besides being studied in related areas of linguistics, have
always played an important role in linguistic typology. Such effects are relevant to
broader, systematic crosslinguistic studies for a simple reason: languages that are
spoken in (close) proximity to each other, and potentially by the same speaker
community in a multilingual setting, influence each other as speakers borrow
words, constructions, etc. from one language into another. A large body of work on
language contact and borrowing over the last decades has shown that borrowing is
not restricted to particular linguistic domains but can affect any part of grammar
under certain circumstances (cf. Aikhenvald and Dixon 2006a, 2006b; Hickey
2010; Matras and Sakel 2008; Siemund and Kintana 2008; Thomason 2001 for
overviews on language contact and borrowing). Language contact does not only
affect neighboring languages, but it can lead to the diffusion of linguistic patterns
across larger geographical areas over the course of time. While the genealogical

Table : Example covariance matrix for a subset of micro-families in the sample.

Hindustani Global
German

Global
Dutch

Castilic
Spanish

Global
French

Italian
Romance

Fulniô Nyulnyulan
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. . . . . .  

Global
Dutch

. . . . . .  

Castilic . . . . . .  

Global
French

. . . . . .  

Italian
Romance

. . . . . .  

Fulniô       . 

Nyulnyulan        .
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inheritance of a linguistic feature is often referred to as vertical transmission,
contact and diffusion can be understood as horizontal transmission.18 Since
diachronic linguistic or socio-cultural data is often not available, both types of
transmission are strongly intertwined and cannot always be distinguished from
each other. Like genealogical relations between languages, contact and areal ef-
fects are important for systematic crosslinguistic studies because they represent a
dependency between languages, and thus datapoints, in the sample. Particularly,
Bickel (2017) emphasizes that patternswhichmayappear to have universal validity
may mostly be due to areal effects:

When we say that a structure (say, verb-final order) has spread in an area, what is meant is
that the languages in this area changed their structure so as to mirror the structure of their
neighbors, or that they selectively kept structures that mirror those of their neighbors. (Bickel
2017: 42)

Bickel (2017) argues for a distinction between functional triggers (e.g. cognitive
preferences and constraints) and event-based triggers (effects of specific historical
contingencies) of language change. Importantly, the former can be expected to
have a similar effect across areas, while the latter should lead to linguistic features
that are clustered in certain areas. According to Bickel (2013, 2015, 2017), typolo-
gists should aim to account for both types of triggers and to distinguish them from
each other. At the same time, he notes that “we clearly need more ‘meta-typo-
logical’ research” to establish what the best methods are for modeling (different
types of) areal effects (Bickel 2017: 45).

One of the most important proposals to systematically control for areal biases
is made in Dryer (1989). As mentioned in Section 3.3, he divides the world into
geographically independent macroareas and tests for tendencies within areas.
Only if a tendency can be established with sufficient certainty in all macroareas,
Dryer suggests, can a trend be assumed to be universal. Other important
geographical stratification proposals are formulated by Nichols (1992), Bickel
(2013), and Hammarström and Donohue (2014). The latter, building on Dryer
(1989), propose a principled way of determining six macroareas that are as
geographically independent from each other as possible and that are as compa-
rable as possible in terms of their genealogical diversity.19 Even though areal and

18 Note that representing contact-induced changes as horizontal transmission in opposition to
genealogical inheritance or internal language change as vertical transmission is a strong simpli-
fication; language change always happens over the course of time and is therefore always “ver-
tical” (cf. Croft et al. 2011: Section 4.4).
19 Other quantitative approaches to establish linguistic areas from the perspective of language
typology are Bickel and Nichols (2006), Donohue and Whiting (2011), and Hammarström and
Güldemann (2014).
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contact effects have received substantial attention from the typological community
aswell (e.g. Aikhenvald andDixon 2006a, 2006b; Bickel 2017; Enfield 2005;Hickey
2017; Holman et al. 2007; Matras and Sakel 2008; Nikolaev and Grossman 2018;
Urban et al. 2019; and references therein), the focus of bias control in sampling still
seems to lie more on genealogical than on areal stratification.

That areal effects have not necessarily been controlled for in typological work
maypartly be due to the fact thatmuchof grammatical structurewas long thought to
be only inherited andnot subject to borrowing or diffusion (cf. Enfield 2005), but it is
certainly also due to the fact that language contact is still very difficult to quantify or
operationalize (cf. List 2019).20 We know that (structural) borrowing depends on
many linguistic and extra-linguistic factors determining the contact situation.21

Examples of important factors are the structural similarity of the languages
involved, their political status, the level of multilingualism of the speakers, the
intensity and duration of the contact, social structures (tightly-knit vs. more open),
and language attitudes of the speaker communities.22

Even though it seems very difficult to generalize about language contact across
languages and socio-linguistic settings, results of previous studies point to the non-
negligible effect of contact. For instance, Holman et al. (2007) showed that for both
related and unrelated languages, geographical distance is negatively correlated to
structural similarity. In other words, there is spatial autocorrelation between lan-
guages. In a large dataset, languages that are geographically closer to each other
generally also sharemore structural properties thanwith languages that are spoken at
a larger geographical distance. Another finding that underlines the importance of
areal controls in typological samples comes fromBickel andNichols (2006). The study
tests the hypothesis of the Pacific Rim as a large linguistic area and finds that, indeed,
there is a weak signal for linguistic areality. The authors note:

A troublinghistorical question:HowcouldPR [Pacific Rim] variables persist so long in anarea
when there are many cases of their loss within historically reconstructed language families
that are younger than the PR? Rather than a shortcoming we see this as a defining property of
diagnostic areal features: they are more persistent in areas than in families. This must be
because their retention can be favored by areal pressure, and because in linguistic areas they
are prone to be transmitted not only by inheritance but also by substratal retention and
diffusion. (Bickel and Nichols 2006: 7–8)

20 Regarding the test case of the present study, it is important to mention that “[c]lausal con-
stituent order is highly susceptible to diffusion” (Aikhenvald 2006: 16).
21 See Aikhenvald (2006: 15–47) for an overview of the linguistic and extra-linguistic factors that
influence borrowing and diffusion.
22 While structure borrowing has been shown to depend on the specific properties of a given
contact situation, Seifart (2015) showed for affix borrowing that there is no evidence for it to be
dependent on the structural similarity of the languages involved.
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This suggests that areal effects may be expected to be as important as genealogical
effects, at the very least. Thus, we have to assume that both affix position andword
order may be subject to non-negligible areal and contact effects.

There are a number of ways in which quantitative typological studies have
controlled for areal and contact bias. Many control for areal bias in the sampling
process itself instead of in the statistical testing of associations or trends (e.g.
Becker 2021; Hetterle 2015; van Lier 2016; Louagie and Verstraete 2016; Martowicz
2011; Miestamo 2005; Schmidtke-Bode 2009; Ye 2020).

Others, for instance, Donohue and Nichols (2011), Dryer (2011), and Sinnemäki
(2014), test the strength of the association of linguistic variables in each defined
area separately. Sinnemäki (2014) compares his results across macro areas and
tests for significant differences in a second step. Other studies, e.g. Sinnemäki
(2010) and Bickel (2011), include area as a predictor variable in a regression model
together with the linguistic predictor(s) to model the outcome variable.

The important methodological papers of Cysouw (2010) and Jaeger et al. (2011)
established the common practice of using hierarchical regression models in lan-
guage typology with macroarea (and also family or genus) as a group-level effect.
Examples of studies with typological samples that include varying intercepts for
area in their regression models are Bentz et al. (2015), Bisang et al. (2020), Cysouw
et al. (2012a), Lupyan and Dale (2010), Sinnemäki (2020), and Sinnemäki and Di
Garbo (2018). Varying slopes by area are less commonly used, Jaeger et al. (2011)
and Bentz and Winter (2013) being two notable exceptions.

Jaeger et al. (2011) propose another, innovative idea to include contact effects
in a regression model by taking into account what neighboring languages do,
using an aggregate measure of the dependent variable (in their case, phonological
diversity) of neighboring languages as a predictor. To do so, they first calculate the
distances between all pairs of languages in the sample. Then, for each language L
in their sample, they calculate the aggregated neighbor phonological diversity by
giving weights to each language of the sample according to its distance to lan-
guage L. This results in languages close to L being strongly reflected in the addi-
tional neighbor predictor, while languages that are spoken at an increasingly
larger distance from L are decreasingly represented by the neighbor predictor. As
far aswe know, this is themost convincing approach tomodeling contact effects as
they are theoretically assumed to arise, namely locally by neighboring languages
in contact and by diffusion across larger areas over time, and not by large
geographic areas as such. Nevertheless, we are not aware of another typological
study that has implemented this approach.

One potential issue with Jaeger et al.’s approach is that the effect of distance is
viewed as a constant across areas. It has long been known that linguistic diversity
is not evenly distributed across the world (e.g. Hua et al. 2019; Nettle 1999; Nichols
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1992), whichmeans that languages can cover areas of very different sizes and have
neighbors at very different distances. Also Dryer (2018), referring to Cysouw et al.
(2012a), remarks that two languages spoken in areas like Siberia with a distance of
100 km may still share properties due to contact, while languages that are spoken
100 km apart in New Guinea are less likely to have been in contact.23

As a solution, Cysouw et al. (2012b) propose to control for contact bias by
taking into account the number of languages spoken between a given pair of
languages. This is implemented by Dryer (2018) as only including languages in the
sample if they are not in the same genus and if there are at least 10 other languages
spoken between them. The latter condition is operationalized as follows: “a lan-
guage X is said to be between a language Y and a language Z if the distance
between X and Y and the distance between X and Z are both less than the distance
between Y and Z” (Dryer 2018: 803). This is a simple but elegant solution to control
for language contact in the sampling process. As a modeling solution, it could be
implemented as a weighted neighbor predictor using the approach proposed in
Jaeger et al. (2011), replacing raw distances. Building on these ideas, the following
section presents our proposal for modeling areal effects between languages within
macroareas.

4.3.2 Our approach: Gaussian Process

To control for areal effects, we included a Gaussian Process (GP) term into our
model with longitude and latitude data for each language.24 A GP (Rasmussen
2003; Williams and Rasmussen 2006) is a relatively recent type of non-parametric
method developed to handle non-linear dependencies in Bayesian regression
models. The basic idea is that a GP can capture dependencies between all data-
points, and it does so to a different extent. In a GP, two close observations have a
strong influence over each other, while two observations that are further apart will
have little influence over each other.25 An important feature of GPs is that they can
induce the amount of smoothing automatically from the data, meaning that it

23 Rijkhoff et al. (1993: 174–175) make a similar remark about differences in distances between
languages depending on the population density of the region.
24 For simplicity, we use Euclidean distances between languages. This is, of course, a simplifi-
cation. It would be fairly easy to use other distance metrics with a GP, e.g. geodesic distances or
walking distances (Wichmann and Hammarström 2020).
25 The readers might be more familiar with splines in generalized additive models, which have
been used in e.g. dialectology to model areal effects (Wieling et al. 2011). Splines are effectively a
special case of Gaussian Process (Kimeldorf and Wahba 1970). See also Baayen and Linke (to
appear) for an introduction to generalized additive models in linguistics.
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allows for the effect of distance to vary across areas rather than assuming that
distances affects languages in the same way everywhere.

To illustrate the idea of a GP, Figure 6 displays a simple toy example of a non-
linear dependency in a small dataset. Here, the data-generating model is
y∼ sin(x) + ϵ, where ϵ is normally distributed noise (μ =0 and σ = 0.2). The red line
represents the real data-generating process, while the dark blue line corre-
sponds to the fitted GP and the shaded area is the 95% uncertainty interval of the
model.

As can be seen in Figure 6, neighboring datapoints influence the estimates for
other close values, e.g. relatively high y-value around x values between 8 and 9
lead to a smooth adjustment to higher estimates of y in that area. Another
important property of a GP is that it has narrower uncertainty intervals in regions
with more data and wider ones in regions with less or without data.

More formally, the model predicting y from GP(x) can be expressed as
y∼N(m(x),K(x|θ)),meaning y follows amultivariate normal distribution,withmean
m(x) (where m is a mean function) and variance K(x|θ). The function K produces a
covariance matrix on x given a set of parameters θ.26 In our case, we use the
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Figure 6: Example of a Gaussian Process fitted to a sinusoidal function.

26 Note that when using a non-Gaussianmodel we have to estimate a latent variable with the GP.
This is the case in our study.
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Exponential Quadratic Kernel to produce the covariance between all observations.

The form of the Exponential Quadratic Kernel is: α2exp( − 0.5
2ρ  ∑

D
d=1(xi,d − xj,d)2),

where i and j are indices for the observations,D the number of dimensions, ρ and α are
parameters which control the strength of interactions and the rate of the decay of the
interactions between observations. Figure 7 shows the estimated correlations for the
example in 6;we transformed the covariancematrix to a correlationmatrix to have the
estimates in a scale from0 to 1. The influence that each observationhas on every other
observation is shown with light blue lines, where the thickness of the line reflects the
strength of the influence. The distance is solely based on the x-axis in Figure 7. As can
be seen, points that are closer to each other have a stronger influence on each other
(i.e. themodel considers themtobe similar) thanpointswhichare further apart. Points
whichare too far away fromeachother haveeffectivelyno influenceoneachother and
thus, their correlation is not shown in the plot in Figure 7.

Since we aim at controlling for areal effects which come in two dimensions,
we added a two-dimensional GP to our model. The two-dimensional GP is
conceptually similar to the toy example from Figure 6. It acts as a surface which
can capture dependencies across latitude and longitude of the languages in our
sample.27 We will assume that there has been relatively little contact across
macroareas (for an example of potential contact across several macroareas along
the Pacific Rim see Bickel andNichols 2006), thus, we added independent GPs for
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Figure 7: Example of a Gaussian Process fitted to a sinusoidal function, including the covariance
matrix.

27 We used the latitude and longitude information provided in Glottolog.
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each macroarea.28 The results of the areal effects in our model are discussed in
Section 5.4.

5 Results

5.1 Model definition

We model affix position as an ordinal response using a cumulative (i.e. ordinal)
logit model. Using an ordinal model means that we assume that the response
categories in our dataset are orderedwith respect to each other. Our predictors are:
(i) the verb-object order of the language, (ii) the phylogenetic term, and (iii) a two-
dimensional GP on the (centered) longitude and (centered) latitude of the language
by macroarea.29,30 We added a Gaussian Process for each macroarea because we
assume that there is little to no contact betweenmacroareas, and that areal effects
are confined to languages within eachmacroarea. While this assumptionmight be
too strong in some macroarea borders, the intuition that South American lan-
guages andAfrican languages have had effectively no contact seems adequate and
is captured by this implementation.Wefitted themodel using Stan (Carpenter et al.
2017) with the brms interface (Bürkner 2017, 2018)31 in R (R Core Team 2020).32

28 In principle, one could use a single GP for thewhole dataset, and it shouldwork similarly to our
approach. However, adding a single GPmakes predictionsmore difficult for the model, as it has to
estimate on its own that there has been effectively no contact between South American languages
and African languages, or between Australian and Eurasian languages. The decision to include
information on macroareas in the GP can be viewed as an additional prior on the model. In
practice, we also tried to use a single GP. Without any clear predictive differences, the models
using a single GP took about three times as long to fit as the models using multiple GPs. Deter-
mining whether a single GP ormultiple GPs is better to account for contact and areal effects would
go far beyond the scope of this study.
29 The brms formula is affixation ∼1 + verb-object order + gp(longitude, latitude, by = macro-
area) + (1|gr(micro family, cov = phylogeny)).
30 Weusedmildly informative priors formost parameters of themodel. For the phylogenetic term
we set a strong prior (normal μ = 1, σ = 0.1) on the standard deviation to prevent the model from
overfitting. A weaker prior leads the model to overfit for isolates because these are free to vary
independently of all other languages. The full model specification can be found in the Supple-
mentaryMaterials. For the GPweused the default priors provided by brms for the length scale, and
a mildly informative prior (normal μ = 0, σ = 1) for the standard deviation.
31 Version 2.15.
32 Stan is a probabilistic programming language for Bayesian inference. While we work within a
Bayesian framework for themodels in this paper, the approachpresented here is compatiblewith a
frequentist framework as well.
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We use visual inspection of conditional effect plots for the evaluation of the
models. Those plots show how the outcome changes when one of the predictors
changes while the others remain constant. We use conditional effect plots rather
than trying to interpret the coefficients of the estimated parameters directly, since
visual inspection of the effects of predictors on the outcome variable is muchmore
straightforward. This is especially important with models that are very complex or
contain non-linear effects (as with the GP terms).33

It is important to emphasize that we are not doing null hypothesis significance
testing. We are therefore less concerned with the question of whether two esti-
mates are significantly different from each other in the statistical sense. That is, we
do not assess the probability of the data given the null hypothesis. Instead, we
estimate the probabilities that two estimates are different from each other directly.
Partial overlap of the error bars (or the individual draws) does not mean that two
estimates are not significantly different, but rather, that the difference is not as
certain (the exact probability of this difference can also be estimated).

5.2 Effects of verb-object order

First we examine the effect of verb-object order on affix position across languages.
The conditional effects are shown in Figure 8. As mentioned above, the conditional
effects plot showshow theeffect of verb-object orderon theprobability of each values
of affix position changes, holding all other predictors constant. Using Bayesian
inference, the error bars in Figure 8 (and in the following plots in Section 5) represent
the posterior 50% (thick bars) and 95% (thinbars) uncertainty intervals. Importantly,
an uncertainty interval is different from a confidence interval. The uncertainty in-
terval is the region in which 50% or 95% of the values of the posterior lie. The dots
represent the mean value of the posterior, that is, our best guess as to what the real
value of the parameter (in this case, the predicted response probability) might be.34

As can be seen from the similar mean estimates and also from the largely
overlapping uncertainty intervals in Figure 8, the model estimates a rather small
mean effect of verb-object order for each value of affix position. This veryweak effect
seems to come from VO-languages which avoid being strongly suffixing. Given the
wide uncertainty intervals, however, we have to conclude that when including
phylogenetic and areal information in the model, the signal from effects of verb-

33 See also Gabry et al. (2019) for the importance of visualization for interpreting model results.
34 For reasons of space, in this paper we will focus only on the mean values and uncertainty
intervals instead of doing a full posterior analysis. For a description on alternative ways of
exploring the posterior, see Gelman and Loken (2013) and Gabry et al. (2019).
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object order on affix position is not strong enough for a substantial degree of cer-
tainty. The likely explanation for why we see such wide uncertainty intervals in the
conditional effects is that the apparent correlation between word order and affix
position ismediated by both genealogical and areal effects. That is, the genealogical
and areal effects are a good explanation of the distribution of both word order and
affix position.35 We therefore conclude that, according to our model, there does not
seem to be any effect of verb-object order on the position of the affix.

5.3 Phylogenetic effects

Figure 9 shows the group-level effect estimates for the Slavic, Germanic, Romance,
and Athabaskan micro-families (50% uncertainty intervals are shown as thick
lines, and 90% uncertainty intervals are shown as thin lines with whiskers). We
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Figure 8: Conditional effects of verb-object order on affix position.

35 One anonymous reviewer suggested that the very wide uncertainty intervals were likely due to
the sampler having difficulties in identifying the parameters of the model. This is unlikely. All test
statistics (Effective Sample Size, R-hat, etc.) were within normal ranges and we did not see any
errors in the sampling (e.g. divergences). A simple illustration of why our explanation is likely can
be found in the Supplementary Materials.
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selected these languages for the purposes of illustration. More specifically, it
shows the intercepts of eachmicro-family, which are forced to covary according to
the phylogenetic structure between andwithin families. The exact values shown in
Figure 9 itself work in relation to the rest of the model, where smaller values
correspond to a suffixation preference, and larger values stand for prefixation.

Thus, we see that the estimates for micro-families which are genetically very
close are very similar to each other as well. For instance, all Romance languages in
the sample are estimated to have very similar intercepts for affix position. Also for
the Slavic micro-families, Figure 9 shows that all intercept estimates are very
similar to each other, even though Czech is classified as weakly suffixing, with all
other Slavic languages in the sample annotated as strongly suffixing. We can see
that the estimate for Czech-Lech therefore also differs slightly more from the ones
of the other Slavic micro-families, but the phylogenetic term keeps the estimated
variation between closely related languages low. It is important to note that while
in this instance the structure of the phylogenetic effects seems to resemble genera,
this is not necessarily the case. In situations of strong variation within genera the
effects of each language will vary more from the mean of related languages.
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Figure 9: Phylogenetic effects for Slavic, Germanic, Romance, and Athabaskan languages.
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In contrast to Romance, German, and Slavic, Figure 9 shows much higher
values for the estimates for Athabaskanmicro-families. This is partly due to the fact
that Athabaskan languages are simply classified as having more prefixation, but
the intercepts of Athabaskan are also allowed to be very far from the intercepts of
Indo-European languages because the micro-families are not related to each other
in the phylogenetic tree. The intercepts for the Athabaskan genus are very close to
each other even though we find variation in the annotated affix position, with
Western Apache (Western Southwestern Apachean), as equally prefixing and
suffixing, with Sarsi (Athabaskan), Hupa-Chilula (California Athabaskan) as
weakly prefixing, and with Navajo (Western Southwestern Apachean), Chipeywan
(Northwestern Canada Athabaskan), and Tanacross (Upper Tananic) as strongly
prefixing. These differences are reflected in slightly higher estimates for the latter
two micro-family intercepts. Again, the phylogenetic term causes the intercept
estimates of closely related languages to be very similar; it allows the ones of less
closely related languages to vary somewhat more, and the ones of unrelated
languages to vary freely.

This allows for a more fine-grained control over the genealogical effects than
simply using family (or genus), but at the same time, it prevents overfitting the
model. If we were to add varying intercepts for each micro-family without the
phylogenetic term, this would cause the model to have almost perfect knowledge
about the data at hand, but it would not be able to generalize to new data.

5.4 Areal effects

Asmentioned above, we use a Gaussian Process as a way to control for non-linear,
areal or contact effects, as introduced in Section 4.3.2. Visualizing the joint con-
ditional effect of longitude and latitude, i.e. the effect of the GP, can be done by a
contour plot. Figures 10–15 are such contour plots, showing the surface which
captures large-scale areal effects, with the languages in our sample marked as red
dots. Figures 11–15 show the GP effects of longitude and latitude for the six mac-
roareas of Africa, Eurasia, Papunesia, Australia, North America, and South
America.

The plots should be read like elevationmaps, with hills (red) and valleys (dark
blue).36 The valleys are associated with suffixing languages (closer to 1), the hills
are associated with prefixing languages (closer to 5). Note that the model makes

36 Note again that the effects displayed in themaps are not absolute predictions of themodel, but
rather how the prediction of the model varies when we vary latitude and longitude and set the
other covariates (i.e. verb-object order) to a fixed value (except the phylogenetic term).
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estimations for all geographical areas, including for regions with no languages in
the sample (e.g. for the center of the Pacific Ocean). Such estimates correspond to
regions with high uncertainty (it is not possible to properly display the uncertainty
on the maps in this section; however, see the Supplementary Materials).

Looking at single macroareas, Figure 10 confirms the well-known pattern in
Africa in that East Africa and Southern Africa have a stronger preference for prefix-
ation in comparison toWest Africa, where we find some clusters of strong suffixation.
This is hardly surprising given that the dataset contains 22 Bantu languageswhich are
classified as strongly prefixing and which are spoken predominantly in Central, East,
and Southern Africa. Figure 10 shows a Western-most suffixing area from Senegal to
Ghana. Thenext suffixinghotspot is locatedbetweenNiger, Chad, andCameroon, and
is likely due to a number of Chadic languages in the sample. The third strongly
suffixing area in Africa is locatedmainly between Eritrea, Ethiopia, Sudan, and South
Sudan, in part because of several Cushitic and Semitic suffixing languages in the
sample.
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Figure 10: Geographic effects in Africa.
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For Eurasia, as can be seen in Figure 11, the areal effect is almost non-existent.
This is due to the low degree of variation in affix position within Eurasia, which is
predominantly suffixing as a whole. Out of 181 languages in this macroarea, only 4
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Figure 11: Geographic effects in Eurasia.
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(Tedim Chin, Ket, Temiar, Bwe Karen) are classified as weakly prefixing or strongly
prefixing, while all others are either coded as being equally prefixing and suffixing
or having a suffixation preference.

In Figure 12, we see a relatively strong effect towards prefixation around the
Maluku islands in the West and the Bird’s Head Peninsula in Papua in the East.
This is due to a rather high number of weakly or strongly prefixing languages from
different top-level families: West Makian, Sahu, and Tidore (North Halmahera) on
the Maluku islands; Maybrat-Karon (Maybrat-Karon), Irarutu, Biak, and Ambai
(Austronesian), Hatam (Hatam-Mansim), and Meyah (East Bird’s Head) on the
Bird’s Head Peninsula in West New Guinea. At the same time, there are no lan-
guages from the sample in those two areas which are classified as suffixing lan-
guages. In the Central and Eastern parts of New Guinea, on the other hand, the
sample includes a large number of Nuclear TransNewGuinea languageswhich are
mostly all strongly suffixing.
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For Australia, Figure 13 shows a very strong difference between the northern
parts of the Northern Territory and Western Australia, and the remaining parts of
the continent. The northern part has a fairly strong preference for prefixation, with
a clear tendency toward suffixation in the rest of the continent. This is also ex-
pected, given the well-known division between Pama-Nyungan and non-Pama-
Nyungan languages, the latter of which are spoken in the northern parts of
Australia with rich verbal prefixation. Pama-Nyungan languages, on the other
hand, cover most of the continent and exhibit little prefixation, reflected in the
classification of all 43 Pama-Nyungan languages in the sample as strongly suf-
fixing. Nine of the non-Pama-Nyungan languages in the sample are classified as
having a prefixing preference, and the ten other non-Pama-Nyungan languages
are coded as equally prefixing and suffixing. Note that the phylogenetic relations
between Pama-Nyungan languages and non-Pama-Nyungan languages on the one
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Figure 14: Geographic effects in North America.
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hand, as well as within non-Pama-Nyungan is still a topic of debate (see Koch 2014
for an overview). Also, the crude division between Pama-Nyungan and non-Pama-
Nyungan based on affix position draws a very simplified picture. For instance,
Kayardild is a strongly suffixing Tangkic language (also in the sample), whereas
Yanyuwa, spoken in the prefixing area, is a prefixing Pama-Nyungan language
(Koch 2014: 64). This underlines the importance of areal effects, contact, anddiffusion
and the need to control for these as well.

Figure 14 shows the areal effects for North America including Central America.
We can see a split between the West Coast in North America on the one hand and
the East Coast and Central America on the other. The West Coast, especially Cal-
ifornia and Oregon, has a clear preference for suffixation. A large number of
Penutian languages in the sample are suffixing languages spoken in this area, as
well as 12 Uto-Aztecan (mostly Numic) suffixing languages. The Uto-Aztecan
languages spoken further to the south in Mexico, on the other hand, are mostly
prefixing and contribute to the prefixing preference that we see in the central,
eastern, and southern parts of North America. Other families that likely contribute
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to the slight prefixing preference in the center of North America are Na-Dene and
Maya, with eight equally prefixing and suffixing Oto-Manguean and Uto-Aztecan
languages spoken in the central and southern areas of North America. In the east,
the sample includes four prefixing Iroquoian languages.

South America does not have strong areal effects, as is shown in Figure 15. The
slightly stronger trend towards suffixation in the West is likely due to the large
number of strongly suffixing languages in Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru. These
include a number of Arawakan, Cariban, and Tucanoan languages, amongst other
languages from many other families. Of the six languages with a prefixation
preference, three belong to the Tupian family. Their distribution over the conti-
nent, however, does not appear to show any strong areal trend.

Overall, these results show that areal patterns clearly play an important role
(cf. Section 6.3), and a Gaussian Process is able to detect and to control for them.
The “intuitive” areas which are strongly associated with either suffixation or
prefixation are clearly visible on the maps in Figures 10–15, and the model is
flexible enough to detect patterns at short distances (e.g. in Papunesia) or at long
distances (e.g. in Africa).

5.5 Model evaluation and performance

Model evaluation is important, as it tells us how reliable the results are for inter-
pretation and analysis. The concept behind a posterior predictive check is sum-
marized by Gelman and Hill (2007: 513) as follows:

Monitoring the quality of a statistical model implies the detection of systematic differences
between the model and observed data. Posterior predictive checks set this up by generating
replicated datasets from the predictive distribution of the fitted model; these replicated
datasets are then compared to the observed dataset with respect to any features of interest.

Thus, to assess the performance of our main model, we first perform a visual
posterior predictive check following Gabry et al. (2019). This means that we use the
fitted model to generate data and compare the distribution of predicted affixation
patterns with the observed one in the dataset. Ideally, the distribution of posterior
samples (the predicted data) should closely match the observed distribution in the
dataset. This is an important indication for how useful and appropriate the spec-
ified model is to represent our data.

Figure 16 shows the distribution of posterior samples from the model, i.e. the
predicted data (light blue), and the observed data (red). It reveals that the distri-
bution generated by the model closely matches the distribution of the observed
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data. Hence, we can assume that the model is correctly specified, and that an
ordinal model is appropriate for our data.

Additionally, we performed approximate leave-one-out cross-validation
(LOO-CV) using the method described by Vehtari et al. (2017). The idea of the
LOO-CV is to fit the model on the data leaving out a single observation and to
predict this observation. This process is repeated for all observations, and it serves
as away to assess howwell themodel can predict unseen data (and if, for instance,
the model is overfitted or depends too much on single datapoints). The method
proposed by Vehtari et al. (2017) which we applied here is amore resource-friendly
approximation of the LOO-CV, but its idea and purpose remain the same.

With approximate LOO-CV, we use three different metrics to evaluate the
performance of the models: accuracy, kappa score, and root mean square error
(rmse). The reason for combining metrics from discrete classification (accuracy
and kappa score) and regression (rmse) is that ordinal regression models are
somewhat of a hybrid between both (see Gaudette and Japkowicz 2009: for a
discussion of evaluation metrics for ordinal regression).

The accuracy measure simply corresponds to the number of correct responses
divided by the total number of observations. The kappa score is similar to accu-
racy; it ranges from0 to 1 and it captures howmuch better than random chance the
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Figure 16: Posterior predictive check.
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model is performing. Thismeans that it does not only take into account the number
of correctly classified responses, but it also takes into account the degree of vari-
ation that the response variable has. If 95% of all observations were strongly
suffixing, simply classifying all observations as strongly suffixingwould lead to an
accuracy of 0.95. In such a scenario, guessing at chance can nevertheless lead to a
high accuracy because of the low degree of variation in the response. Obviously,
withmore variation, classifying the responses correctly at chance becomes harder.
Thus, the kappa metric indicates how much better the model classifies the re-
sponses compared to guessing at random chance, given the variation in the
response.

The metric rmse is calculated as
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1
N  ∑

N
j=1(yj − ŷj)2

√
, with smaller values indi-

cating a better model fit than larger values. In contrast to the accuracy and kappa
measures, rmse does not only measure how well the model performs on exact
predictions, but it also captures how far off incorrect predictions are from the real
value in general. This is an important measure for ordinal data with inherently
ordered categories. Intuitively, if the model predicts a strongly suffixing obser-
vation to beweakly suffixing, this predictionwould be lesswrong than if themodel
classified the observation as strongly prefixing.

Table 2 shows a confusion matrix and the three evaluation metrics of the
approximate LOO-CV. The columns of the confusion matrix display the number of
observations for each affixation value in the data. In the rows, we see the pre-
dictions made by the main model. We find the observations which are correctly
classified by the model in the diagonal of Table 2.

Table : Confusion matrix and evaluation metrics for the main model.

Reference

Prediction Strongly
suffixing

Weakly
suffixing

Equal Weakly
prefixing

Strongly
prefixing

Strongly suffixing     

Weakly suffixing     

Equal     

Weakly prefixing     

Strongly prefixing     

Accuracy .
Kappa .
Rmse .

The bold values correspond to the number of correctly predicted observations.
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Overall, the model performs reasonably well. Although an accuracy of 0.5 and
a kappa value of 0.32 do not seem very high, the confusionmatrix in Table 2 shows
that most errors only occur between neighboring values. For instance, the model
correctly classifies 230 observations as strongly suffixing, andwrongly predicts 124
observations to be weakly suffixing instead of strongly suffixing. It also mis-
classifies 23 strongly suffixing observations as equally prefixing and suffixing, and
two as being weakly prefixing. Crucially, the model does not predict any strongly
suffixing observation to be strongly prefixing.We also see that themodel struggles
most with the classification of strongly prefixing observations, which can be
explained by their generally low frequency in the data. Despite this, themajority of
misclassifications are limited to adjacent affixation values. The rmse value of 0.88
is not very informative as such but can be used for model comparison, as we will
show in Section 6.

6 Model comparison and robustness

In Sections 4 and 5, we discussed in detail our proposal of a model which controls
for genealogical and areal biases. However, there are many alternative models.
While we cannot explore all possible model specifications, we will comment on a
few alternative models, focusing on two in particular: a hierarchical model (Sec-
tion 6.1) similar to the one proposed by Jaeger et al. (2011) and a no-controls model
(Section 6.2). These two model specifications are relevant, since they are fairly
standard alternatives to the main model proposed in this paper.

6.1 Hierarchical model

The hierarchical model that we fitted had the formula of: affixation ∼VO-order +
(1|family)+ (1|macroarea).37 Thus, its predictors include the population-level effect
of interest, i.e. verb-object order, and varying intercepts by family and macroarea
(group-level effects).

Figure 17 shows the conditional effects of verb-object order for the hierarchical
model. The most important finding here is that with our main model being much
less certain about the effect of verb-object order on the position of the affix, the
hierarchical model is much more certain. The hierarchical model also estimates a
much clearer difference in effect between OV and VO-orders, with OV-languages

37 We also explored the possibility of using genus instead of family but this led to difficulties
fitting the model and no better performance.
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showing a marked preference for strongly suffixing languages when compared to
VO-languages. The relation is then reversed for equally prefixing and suffixing,
weakly prefixing and strongly prefixing.

As mentioned before, our aim is not to confirm or to reject a hypothesis, but
rather to estimate the degree of uncertainty of the effects. If wewere to interpret the
results of the hierarchicalmodel, wemight be led to conclude that an effect of verb-
object order on affix position is very likely. In contrast, our main model including
phylogenetic and areal controls as described in Section 4 is much more conser-
vative in its estimates and suggests that an effect of verb-object order on affix
position is very unlikely and that the differences are likely due to randomvariation.

In order to assess how well the hierarchical model captures the data, Table 3
shows the model performance in the approximate LOO-CV.38 In terms of rmse
(0.97), accuracy (0.47), and kappa (0.26) values, the performance of the hierar-
chical model is worse than of the main model (rmse = 0.88, accuracy = 0.5, and
kappa = 0.32). Nevertheless, looking at the confusion matrix in Table 3, the
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Figure 17: Conditional effects of verb-object order on affixation preference for the hierarchical
model.

38 We do not use p-values, R2, or their Bayesian equivalents in this paper because they have been
shown not to be useful for model comparison or feature selection (Faraway 2006; Gelman and
Loken 2013, 2014).
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hierarchical model still manages to make reasonable predictions for most cate-
gories. However, Table 3 also shows that the model is very biased against strongly
prefixing languages, with zero predictions of this value.

This section showed that the traditional approach using group-level effects of
family and macroarea can control for some parts of bias in the estimate and
perform adequately well, but it produces biased estimates for the effect of verb-
object order, and its predictions are poorer than that of our main model.

6.2 No-controls model

The model without any statistical controls for bias may reflect a situation in which
all bias control is assumed to be part of the sampling process or to be unnecessary,
given the large sample size of 780 languages. The no-controls model thus only
includes the linguistic predictor of interest, namely verb-object order.

Figure 18 shows the conditional effects for verb-object order for the no-controls
model. Compared to both the main and hierarchical model, the no-controls model
estimates a much larger effect of verb-object order on affix position. The model
estimates that VO-languages are much less likely to be strongly suffixing than
OV-languages and languages without dominant order. The no-controls model also
suggests that VO-languages aremore likely to be weakly or strongly prefixing than
OV-languages and languages without a dominant order.

This model has much smaller uncertainty intervals as well, meaning that it is
much more certain about the estimates and their differences.

Table: Confusionmatrix and evaluationmetrics for themodelwith hierarchical control for family
and macroarea bias.

Reference

Prediction Strongly
suffixing

Weakly
suffixing

Equal Weakly
prefixing

Strongly
prefixing

Strongly suffixing     

Weakly suffixing     

Equal     

Weakly prefixing     

Strongly prefixing     

Accuracy .
Kappa .
Rmse .

The bold values correspond to the number of correctly predicted observations.
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Table 4 shows themodel performance in the approximate LOO-CV. Thismodel
clearly under-performs and fails to correctly classify most observations in their
affix position. Its accuracy is only 0.2, its kappa score is close to 0 and its rmse of 1.2
is much higher than for the main (0.88) or the hierarchical (0.97) model.
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Figure 18: Conditional effects of verb-object order on affix position for no-controls model.

Table : Confusion matrix and evaluation metrics for the no-controls model.

Reference

Prediction Strongly
suffixing

Weakly
suffixing

Equal Weakly
prefixing

Strongly
prefixing

Strongly suffixing     

Weakly suffixing     

Equal     

Weakly prefixing     

Strongly prefixing     

Accuracy .
Kappa .
Rmse .

The bold values correspond to the number of correctly predicted observations.
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This is an important result because it tells us that using theWALS sample (or any
other large convenience or variety sample, for that matter) as such leads to a strong
bias in the estimated effect.39 It is thus not sufficient to control for genealogical and
areal bias by simply using a large variety sample of languages. Such a sample can be
used, though, together with at least some form of statistical controls which help to
improve the models and the estimates.

6.3 Other model specifications

Our main model presented in Section 4 has three components: a phylogenetic
term, an areal effect, and the main effect of interest for verb-object order. In the
previous sections, we discussed how the phylogenetic and areal terms help us to
control for bias in the estimate of the verb-object order effect. However, their
relative contribution to the model has not yet been assessed.

To explore to what extent each component contributes to the model, we fitted
multiple models leaving out one of the effects at a time. Those models can be
compared using ELPD (expected log predictive density), which is calculated using
approximate LOO-CV (Vehtari et al. 2017). ELPD values are difficult to interpret as
such, but a model with a larger ELPD value is expected to have better predictive
performance than a model with a lower ELPD value.

Table 5 shows themodel comparisonusingELPD. The columnELPDdiff shows the
difference in ELPD between the best model (1) and each of the 7 other comparison
models. The column SE diff shows the standard error of the estimate. Since the ELPD is
normally distributed, it is often assumed thatwe canbe certain that a difference in ELPD
is real if the difference is greater than two times the standard error.40 The ELPD com-
parison in Table 5 shows that themainmodel has the best expected predictive power. In
other words, if we were to try to predict new data, we would expect the main model to
make the most accurate predictions. The model without the main effect for verb-object
order (2) is the second bestmodel in the list, and, although its ELPD is lower than that of
the main model, the standard error of the difference is relatively high. This result con-
firms that it is unlikely that there is a real effect from verb-object order on affix position.

The nextmodel in the comparisonwhich excludes the areal term (3) has clearly
lower ELPD than the main model with an ELPD difference of 15.9. This shows that

39 This is not a point of criticism against the WALS database. On the contrary, we are fully aware
that one of the aims was to include as many languages as possible, and that it was not purely
designed to provide balanced samples (cf. Comrie et al. 2013).
40 However, the SE may be optimistic, which is why a difference of at least four times the SE is
considered as more conservative (Vehtari et al. 2021). Using the more conservative threshold of
four does not change much of the interpretation of the results in this section.
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removing areal controls has a negative impact on the expected predictive perfor-
mance of the model. Thus, without areal information, the model can predict affix
position lesswell for new languages.We see a similar decrease in ELPD (16.1) when
we replace the phylogenetic term in the main model with a simple group-level
effect for family (4). Again, this suggests that using a phylogenetic term is better
than simply including family as a group-level effect.

A more dramatic drop in ELPD can be observed moving to the hierarchical
model (5). That is, if we remove the areal GP and phylogenetic controls, replacing
them with varying intercepts by family and macroarea, the model performs yet
considerably worse with an ELPD difference to the main model of 55.7.41 The next
model with only varying intercepts by family as a control (6) performs similarly to
the hierarchical model (5) with group-level intercepts for both family and macro-
area. Thus, adding the group-level effect for macroarea as in the hierarchical
model makes essentially no difference and it does not appear to be an effective
areal control. Model 7 shows that completely removing all controls for family bias
has a dramatic impact on model performance, which we will discuss below. The
model without any controls (8) is clearly the worst performing model.

Disentangling the relative importance of areal and phylogenetic effects is
difficult. The reason is that if we remove the areal GP component, a portion of the
variance falls onto the phylogenetic term because closely related languages also
tend to be spoken in geographic proximity to each other. Even though Table 5
suggests that one-level family and phylogenetic effects might be stronger than

Table : ELPD differences between the main and seven alternative models.

Model ELPD diff SE diff

 phylo + areal GP + verb-object (main) . .
 phylo + areal GP −. .
 phylo + verb-object −. .
 (|family) + areal GP + verb-object −. .
 (|family) + (|macroarea) + verb-object (hierarchical) −. .
 (|family) + verb-object −. .
 areal GP + verb-object −. .
 verb-object (no controls) −. .

41 We also tried different model specifications which performed equally as well as our main
model but which we do not describe here to save space. Some of these were using a non-isotropic
Gaussian Process and tensor products instead of the isotropic Gaussian Process, fitting a single GP
instead of six independent ones, as well as different specifications for the phylogenetic term. We
chose the model which was computationally simpler, and, in our opinion, more intuitive from a
linguistic perspective.
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areal effects, this is not completely clear because the phylogenetic term is flexible
enough to cover part of the areal effects once we remove the areal term.

Model 7 shows that completely removing all controls for genealogical bias has
a dramatic impact on model performance, the ELPD difference to the main model
being 72.9. However, if we compare models 6 and 7 directly as in Table 6, we
observe that removing areal effects from the main model (and replacing the
phylogenetic term with the less flexible family effect) as in model 6 makes the
model similarly worse for predicting the affix position in new languages as when
including an areal GP control only as inmodel 7.What this effectively shows is that
the areal controls are about as important as the family controls, at least for affix-
ation position and this dataset.

To sumup, these results show (i) that themainmodel is themodelwith the best
expected predictive performance; (ii) that despite being less optimal than the
phylogenetic approach, using family controls as inmodels 4, 5, and 6 increases the
performance of themodel considerably overmodel 8without any controls; that (iii)
areal effects are at least as important as family effects; and (iv) that simply adding
varying intercepts by macroarea to a model is not sufficient to control for areal
biases.

6.4 Oversampling

One of the main claims of this paper is that statistical controls can cope well with
biases in the sampling procedure. To test this claim, we simulate the effects of two
strongly biased samples.

First, we simulate a scenario in which a single language family is over-
represented in the sample. To do so, we selected the following 10 languages and
added each of them 10 times to the sample: Italian, Swedish, Dutch, Danish, Czech,
Slovenian, Irish, Welsh, Tajik, and Central Kurdish. This produced a new dataset
with 100 additional Indo-European datapoints, which is equivalent to over-
representing this language family in the sample. This is a relevant test case
especially given the historically grown and still prevalent bibliographical bias

Table : ELPD differences for models  and .

ELPD diff SE diff

 (|family) + verb-object . .
 areal GP + verb-object −. .
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towards over-representing Indo-European languages. If our phylogenetic control
works as we assume, we expect the model fitted on the oversampled data to
produce similar predictions to the model trained on the original dataset.

The second test case is a scenario of an oversampled macroarea. For this simu-
lation, we added each South American language three times to the sample, which
results in 74 additional languages. In both the Indo-European and South American
oversampled datasets, we added a certain amount of jitter to the coordinates of all
additional languages to avoid two languages being on top of each other.

We then fitted the following three models to these datasets: the main; the hier-
archical; and the no-controlsmodel. The conditional effects are shown in Figure 19 for
the original sample (left column), the Indo-European biased sample (mid column),
and the South American biased sample (right column). We combine these samples
with our main model including controls for contact and areal bias (top row), the
hierarchical model (mid row), and the no-controls model (bottom row).

For the main and the hierarchical model, Figure 19 shows that the estimated
effects are very similar across datasets. With some fluctuation of the mean esti-
mates between the original and the oversampled datasets, their uncertainty in-
tervals cover most of the same regions. For the no-controls model, we find a
minimal shift of the estimate of the effect of VO-order on the probability of strongly
suffixing, but not much more.

Table 7 shows the ELPD comparison for the oversampled datasets for the main
(1), the hierarchical (2), and the no-controls (3) models. As we saw before, themain
model performs better than the hierarchical model and the no-controls model.
Interestingly, in both cases of oversampling, the hierarchical model performs
worse than it did with the original dataset (ELPD difference of 75.6 for South
America and 120.4 for Indo Europeanwith oversampled data, and ELPD difference
of 55.7 with original data), suggesting that the hierarchical model has more diffi-
culties dealing with oversampled datasets than the main model.

The results of this section show that moderate oversampling of large samples
is not a noticeable problem as long as statistical controls are used and as long as
the remaining families or areas are not heavily under-represented in the sample. In
the case of the no-controls model, moderate oversampling did seem to have a
minor but noticeable impact on the estimates and on their uncertainty.

This does not mean, however, that any sample will produce the same results.
We also tested the main model on smaller random sub-samples of 100 languages
(not reported here for reasons of space), which is a common sample size for
typological studies. Such sample sizes resulted in the strong instability of the
model estimates. We can therefore say that oversampling a family or a region can
statistically be controlled for, as long as one includes as many languages from
different groups and areas as possible. Another insight emerging as a by-product
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Figure 19: Conditional effects of verb-object order on affix position for oversampled data.
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from our findings is that typological samples used to examine crosslinguistic
trends should really be as large as possible, potentially larger than the common
100 or 200 languages sample sizes. Of course, more testing with different samples
and linguistic features would be needed to yieldmore conclusive results about this
question. Simulating a higher degree of oversampling, we did break our main
model by adding a single datapoint an additional 1,000 times (not shown here).

To conclude this section, our claim is not that any set of languages canmake a
valid sample, but rather that as long as one includes many languages from
different genealogical groups and areas, one does not need to worry too much
about careful, systematic sampling procedures. Most importantly, our results do
not point to any reason for excluding data.

7 Discussion

7.1 The importance of areal and contact bias control

In this paper, we proposed and explored two techniques to control for genealogical
and areal biases. Sampling in typology traditionally emphasizes genealogical bias,
both when controlling for biases in the sampling process itself and through sta-
tistical modeling. Our results, on the other hand, point towards areal effects being
an equally important factor to control for as genealogical relations.

Previous studies on borrowing of affixation and word order patterns and on
their diachronic stability have shown different results. Usually, word order has
been argued to be subject to areal diffusion and thus to be a rather unstable
property (Croft et al. 2011: 446). On the other hand, Parkvall (2008), examining
various grammatical properties for stability within different language families,
finds word order related properties to be amongst the most stable ones (see also
Dediu and Cysouw 2013 for further discussion on the stability of linguistic

Table : ELPD differences for the main, hierarchical, and no-controls models with oversampled
data.

Indo-European South America

ELPD diff SE diff ELPD diff SE diff

 phylo + areal GP + verb-object . . . .
 (|family) + (|macroarea) + verb-object −. . −. .
 verb-object −. . −. .
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features). Affixation has long been assumed to be less prone to borrowing. While
this assumption has been proven incorrect by many studies over the last 20 years,
Seifart (2015) also shows that affix borrowing is not less likely to happen between
languages that are typologically very different than between languages that have
similar structures. Thus, since our study only examined the effect of word order on
affix position, together with the two types of bias control, our results may not
extend to all other properties of grammar, given that word order and affix
borrowing could be properties that are very susceptible to contact, while other
properties may not be.

We would argue that this is rather unlikely. First, as was mentioned, we still
lack sufficient conclusive evidence on the relative stability of different grammat-
ical properties.

Second, while areal effects seem to play a background role in sampling (when
applied, not in studies that explicitly deal with sampling methods), others have
mentioned its importance, also in relation to genealogical bias (cf. also the dis-
cussion in Section 4.3.1). Modeling the phonological diversity of languages (un-
related to word order and affix position), Jaeger et al. (2011) include a measure to
control for contact bias. Referring to this measure, the authors conclude: “Inter-
estingly, the best weighted areal normalized phonological diversity [=the measure
of contact control] (s = 685) seems to capture all relevant continent-level, sub-
family-, and genus-level information as well as some country-level information.”

Third, it has long been noted in the quantitative typology and sampling
literature that contact and areal control are very important to consider (Bickel
2011).

One could argue that we pick up relatively little from the phylogenetic signal
(in comparison to the areal signal) because our phylogenetic information is
imperfect/incomplete. This is true to a certain extent, and it is possible that amuch
better phylogenetic structure could improve our model or could turn out to be a
more important predictor of affix position. The issues about genealogical control in
sampling raised by Dahl (2008: 210) also apply to our method; it requires a com-
plete tree classification of the languages in the sample, and these classifications
are not without controversy, especially in the Americas (Dahl 2008: 210). Thus, the
accuracy of different branches in the tree is most likely of uneven quality.

However, the phylogenetic structure from Glottolog that we used in this study
is arguably the most informed phylogeny currently available. It is possible that a
better phylogeny would improve our results and displace areal effects, but areal
effects were nevertheless strong in our case (and also in e.g. Jaeger et al. 2011).
Thus, even though we cannot be certain without further testing to what extent our
results will generalize to other types of linguistic structures, we have solid grounds
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to assume that controlling for areal bias is very important for typological studies
that examine the crosslinguistic distribution of linguistic features.

The control for areal bias proposed in Section 4.3.2 was inspired by previous
theoretical and practical proposals for areal and contact control in Cysouw et al.
(2012b), Dryer (2018), and Jaeger et al. (2011). We would argue that our approach
combines the relevant insights of these previous studies. Jaeger et al. (2011) is, as
far as we are aware, the only quantitative proposal to control for contact bias
between neighboring languages via modeling, using the geographical locations of
where the languages are spoken. While this measure allows the incorporation of
the basic insight that languages that are spoken in geographic proximity influence
each othermore than geographicallymore distant languages, the effect of distance
in their model is uniform across all areas of the world.

However, asmentioned in Section 4.3.1,work on linguistic diversity has shown
that languages are not spread evenly across the globe, meaning that the effect of
distance between languages varies across geographical areas. This is also what
Cysouw et al. (2012b) and Dryer (2018) have pointed out and what Dryer applied to
sampling, proposing a measure of languages spoken in between a pair of lan-
guages (cf. Section 4.3.1).

Our approach to capturing areal effects based on geographic information is a
refined version of the measure proposed in Jaeger et al. (2011), taking into account
Dryer’s argument. Like Jaeger et al. (2011), we use distances between languages as
the basis for our method and like Dryer’s method, ours takes into account the
varying effect of distances depending on the geographic area.

7.2 “Static” and “dynamic” approaches to crosslinguistic
tendencies

Our approach falls within the traditional way of testing for crosslinguistic ten-
dencies: building a sample and examining the distribution of the phenomenon in
question in the languages of the sample. Regardless of the exact sampling criteria
and whether or not testing for the distribution is done with statistical modeling,
this approach generally estimates the distribution of the phenomenon from the
attested distribution in the language sample. As a consequence, typological uni-
versals or crosslinguistic tendencies are expressed as a static, distributional
statement as well. For instance, one can estimate the probability of a given phe-
nomenon in the world’s languages, or the probability of two properties co-
occurring, etc. Regarding the test case of the present study, this means that we
estimated the association of different word order patterns and affix positions. Once
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genealogical and areal biases are factored in, we found no strong association
between any word order and affixation pattern.

Greenberg (1978) introduced the idea of what he called diachronic approaches
to typology and the idea of transitional probabilities. These ideas were first
implemented by Maslova (2000), who proposed a concrete mathematical method
for calculating transitional probabilities. This so-called “dynamic” approach has
been implemented and discussed in various ways in a number of studies over the
last 20 years (Bickel 2013, 2017; Cysouw 2011; Dediu 2011; Dunn et al. 2011; Maslova
and Nikitina 2007). In contrast to the traditional “static” approach, the “dynamic”
approach is based on the diachronic changes between values of the feature(s) in
question across related languages in order to estimate the probability of one
feature value changing into another feature value. In this approach, typological
universals are no longer expressed in terms of the proportions of languages that
have a certain feature value, but in terms of the probability of a change from one
feature value to another.

While dynamic typology presents an interesting alternative to the more
traditional “static” approach, the way in which transition probabilities have been
used so far to uncover crosslinguistic trends and patterns is potentially problem-
atic. To the best of our knowledge, many studies following this approach focus on
precise information about genealogical relations at the expense of contact and
areal control (although see Bickel 2013 for a method that can take, to a limited
degree, areal patterns into consideration). It could be the case that for a certain
phenomenon, contact and areal factors does not playmuch of a role in the relevant
transitions over time. However, our results, as well as results from previous
studies, have shown that this is very unlikely. Thus, comparing transition proba-
bilities in a rather small number of phyla as in Dunn et al. (2011) could lead to a bias
in the estimated transition probabilities because of contact or areal factors that
interact with the genealogical relations between languages. If these are not
controlled for, we may end up with transition probabilities biased by contact and
diffusion that can distort our interpretation of transition probabilities estimated on
the basis of genealogical trees. Besides other issues raised by Cysouw (2011), where
he explains why Dunn et al. (2011) should be more careful in claiming that they
have presented evidence against a general crosslinguistic trend of word order, the
lack of controlling for contact and areal effects could also lead to different distri-
butions in different families. For instance, finding different transition probabilities
across different families without controlling for contact and areal effects cannot be
taken as evidence for the lack of a more general trend, since different families
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could additionally be impacted by different areal factors.42 The opposite is also
true: not controlling for areal effects could also lead to falsely finding very similar
transitional probabilities across different families.

Another important point is that traditional “static” approaches can handle
isolate languages much better than “dynamic” approaches using transition
probabilities. Isolates such as Basque are languages that cannot be related with
certainty to a known language family. Of course, this reflects our knowledge about
genealogical relations and existing language families, and isolates could have
belonged to a larger language family in the past that we simply do not know of.
Isolates are crosslinguistically fairly common. Campbell (2010: 28) notes that
about one third of all language families have only a single member, i.e. an isolate.
While the details may differ according to the sampling method used, nothing
prevents us from including isolates in a traditional sample used to analyze syn-
chronic distributions.43 Using transition probabilities, on the other hand, relies on
our knowledge about the genealogical relations between languages. This is
because transition probabilities from one feature value to another are estimated by
the comparison of (closely) related languages. This issue has not received suffi-
cient attention in “dynamic” methods to examine language universals, one
notable exception being the Family Bias Method (Bickel 2011, 2013). Bickel pro-
poses to estimate transition probabilities in small language families and isolates
by extrapolation of the bias in large language families.While it is certainly possible
to extend models to estimate transition probability used in dynamic typology so
that isolates can be included, it is not straightforward and requires sufficient data
from large families to build on.

Althoughbeingmore similar to the traditional “static” approaches to sampling
and language universals, the method presented in this study aims at combining
insights from both perspectives. We showed that our method allows for the in-
clusion of languages regardless their genealogical relations, which is an advan-
tage given the pervasiveness of isolate languages and unclear genealogical
relations. Our method results in statements about crosslinguistic distributions in
the traditional, “static”way. Yet, as we include controls for genealogical and areal
relations between the languages of the sample, our model is not blind to the
structure between the languages. Conceptually, our method makes use of closely
related languages in a similar way as in the dynamic approaches: whether or not
closely related languages have different or similar properties will influence the

42 See Bickel (2017) for the distinction between “functional” (i.e. general) and “event-based” (i.e.
areal) triggers of change which influence the distribution of linguistic features.
43 This also applies to sign languages or creoles, whose genealogical classification in terms of
traditional language families may not always be trivial.
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model estimates and reflect to what extent any associations result from family-
specific biases in the sample. Thus, we do not estimate transition probabilities in
an explicit way, but implicitly; but the phylogenetic relations between all lan-
guages in the sample are included in our model estimating the distribution of
features. In fact, as we showed in Section 5, once we include this information, the
association between word order and affixation preference becomes very weak.
Importantly, our approach does not make any assumptions about how crosslin-
guistic patterns come about, which makes it perfectly compatible with a “dy-
namic” interpretation of universals.

In addition, we also control for the effects of areal bias in a (conceptually)
similar way in that we take into account that neighboring languages are likely to
influence each other. To the best of our knowledge, this has not yet been imple-
mented in any dynamic approaches to universals.

This is not to argue for or against either approach to crosslinguistic distribu-
tions and universals. On the contrary, we think that it is important to explore and
compare different methods. But we also want to highlight that, no matter which
approach is used, additional contact and areal controls besides the phylogenetic
control are crucial.

7.3 Bias control: the next steps

We believe that the model presented in this paper is a clear improvement on
previous methods of bias control in typology. Nevertheless, there are a number of
aspects that still need to be improved on. The first and main issue is that we
currently represent the location of languages as single point estimates. This is an
insufficient representation in two ways. First, we know that the geographical
location of languages would better be captured by polygons representing the area
instead of single points with single coordinates for latitude and longitude.
Compiling such data is very resource-intensive and unrealistic without the wide-
scale collaboration of many scientists. As of now, we are not aware of any freely
available crosslinguistic database containing more detailed information on the
area that languages are spoken in.44 A possible alternative would be to transform
the point-wise estimates into discrete polygons using Voronoi diagrams (Auren-
hammer 1991), as also proposed by Hammarström and Güldemann (2014) and
Kälin (2017). However, these approaches are not without issues either, the most
salient one being that point-to-polygon conversion is heavily dependent on the

44 Resources such as the World Language Mapping System (https://www.worldgeodatasets.
com/language/) offer polygon information but are not freely accessible.
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number of languages in the sample. Thus, as far as we can tell, this method is not
stable in the sense that for two different samples, the same language L may be
assigned to drastically different polygons.

Second, by using single point estimates for the location of languages, we miss
language contact involving a lingua franca spoken sufficiently far away from the
point estimate. Of course it would be important to test for the possibility that, for
instance, Spanish could have an influence on Nahuatl, or that French could in-
fluence Wolof.

In addition to these evident geographical simplifications that we currently
have to make, we would ideally like to be able to represent language contact in a
much more realistic way in terms of socio-linguistic and geological variables that
play an important role in shaping language contact situations. As was mentioned
in Section 4.3.1, there are various socio-linguistic factors that determine if and how
language contact takes place. Often, contact that leads to borrowing of gram-
matical structures is not necessarily bidirectional, but instead unidirectional from
the more dominant to the less dominant language. Different sociological factors
such as the political status of the languages, the language attitude of the speakers,
and the communal level of multilingualism also determine how likely it is to
borrow patterns from another language. Thus, geographic proximity may often
(but not always) lead to language contact, which could then in turn lead to contact-
induced language change.

In its current state, ourmodel is fairly naivewith respect to the geographic and
geological realities. It does not include information on the geological properties
such as mountain ranges, rivers, etc. However, we know that such geological
properties have influenced the movement and migration patterns of people and
thus the probabilities of language contact as well (van Gijn et al. 2017). Including
this type of information systematically and for the whole globe is not a trivial
endeavor, but it would offer a more realistic perspective on areal effects.

Another possibility which we do not explore in this paper is the idea of
building variance models. A variance model does not assume that the variance is
equal for all observations, but instead allows certain groups to have different
amounts of variance. Thus, one could consider that certain lineages might exhibit
less or higher variance, or that the variance of high diversity regions (i.e. regions
withmany different languages) might be greater than that of low diversity regions.

Another potential line of future research would be to include phylogenetic
uncertainty into the models. In this paper, we assume that the phylogenetic trees
are fundamentally correct and static. However, this assumption is likely wrong,
and using a posterior sample of phylogenetic trees might be more appropriate.
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7.4 Inclusive sampling

Another crucial finding of the present paper is that neither the exclusion of lan-
guages from a sample nor a highly controlled a priori sampling of languages are
necessary for analyzing crosslinguistic distributions. With the statistical bias
controls proposed in Section 4, all the language data that the researcher has access
to can be included in the sample. Of course, in order to capture crosslinguistic
trends across all macroareas, one still needs to include languages from as many
areas and families as possible. The crucial point, however, is that statistical
genealogical and areal control no longer require the researcher to artificially
restrict the number of languages that are related or spoken in close proximity to
each other.

The possibility to include as many languages as possible that may not be
independent from each other has another practical advantage. As mentioned in
Section 3.3, sampling methods as well as the resulting language samples can
roughly be divided into probability samples and variety samples. In practice, such
a distinction would mean that typological studies can either explore the attested
values and distributions of a given linguistic feature, or they can examine the
distribution in a balanced sample, controlling for genetic, areal, and contact biases
to find out about the functional (and also extra-linguistic) factors that influence its
distribution. It may be the case that some studies only pursue one of the two
objectives, but amore likely scenario is that the same samplewill serve as the basis
for a first exploration of the phenomenon and a quantitative assessment of the
relevant distributions in a second step. Thus, in practice, it seemsmore useful to be
able to build a sample that allows for both tasks.

8 Concluding remarks

In this paper we revisited the question of bias control in typology. To that end, we
presented two advanced statistical tools for genealogical and areal control. Using
the WALS data for verb-object order and affix position as a test case, we showed
howourmethod can be applied to an unbalanced sample of languages. Contrary to
a number of previous studies, our findings pointed to a weak, if not non-existent,
effect of verb-object order on affix position, when genealogical relations and
particularly areal effects are controlled for (of course, this does not invalidate other
linguistic factors that have been found to condition affix position). Model com-
parison with a hierarchical control for areal and genealogical effects, as well as
with a no-controls model, showed that more traditional methods for typological
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modeling vastly overestimate the effect of verb-object on affix position and that
they fail to properly control for genealogical and areal biases. Since this is in line
with the results of other studies examining unrelated phenomena, it is very likely
that our findings regarding the role of language contact can be generalized to other
linguistic phenomena as well. It is especially surprising given that we modeled
language contact in a fairly simple way. As we see it, this has two important
consequences for typologists. Fromamodeling perspective, it should be the goal of
quantitative typology to come up with a better representation of language contact
in the future. From a more general perspective, our findings show that contact
control needs to play a more prominent role in any typological study that makes
use of a language sample to examine the distribution of linguistic features.

Author contributions: M.G.N: initial idea and statistical modeling, evaluation of
results, writing; L.B.: background and overview of previous typological work,
evaluation of results, writing.
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